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Executive summary

Peer review is an important method of research evaluation, and it seems that the only adequate way to evaluate SSH research involves some form of peer review. Even if bibliometrics and other quantitative ways of evaluation may provide information on some aspects of SSH research like productivity and publication strategies of research units, metrics-based indicators should be used with caution in SSH due to low coverage of SSH fields in the standard publication databases and a mismatch between dimensions of quality as defined by peers and standard bibliometric indicators. Still, peer review faces many issues and challenges. This report identifies the challenges particularly relevant for the SSH, such as different and thus often conflicting research paradigms or epistemological styles of reviewers and applicants or authors; difficulty in many SSH disciplines to define and evaluate research methodology compared to STEM disciplines; the lack of the idea of linear progress and a much longer time span necessary to evaluate academic impact of publications; the diversity of publication outputs and specific importance of books or monographs; the importance of local languages; challenges related to recent developments in research and its evaluation related to growing interdisciplinarity and the Open Science agenda. To this, the general challenges of peer review are added, such as the risk of gender bias, conservative bias, workload for all parties involved.

The report concludes that peer review fulfils different functions and that peer review practices not only need to acknowledge different disciplinary particularities but also their evaluative context. Rather than playing metrics and peer review off against each other, the focus should be on their optimal use and combination within different evaluation situations. This is especially important when it concerns the SSH because the disciplines falling under this umbrella term share the concurrency of different paradigms and a context-dependent, sometimes interpretative mode of knowledge generation and the use of a wide range of dissemination channels. This leads to a particular challenge regarding the burden of reviewers because SSH disciplines often act in a local context in national languages and include small disciplinary communities.

The SSH disciplines should develop their own ways to adequately evaluate their research, and peer review takes an important part in that. The past has shown that automatically copying evaluation procedures from STEM disciplines did not always work out well. However, the SSH community is well resourced to analyse and remediate the current tensions in research policies and expectations of societal impact and the value of academic autonomy, between the ambition of mainstreaming of SSH research and the care for specific SSH methods and practices, and not least the threatened legitimacy of science in the post-factual society. The task of the SSH community should not only be to defend the integrity of scholarly disciplines, but to contribute to the development of new practices of research assessments that may build bridges between different communities of researchers and between the world of research and society at large.
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PART I: General Framework: state of the art of peer review in the SSH in Europe

Introduction: Aim and scope of the report

By Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman, Michael Ochsner, Marek Holowiecki & Jon Holm

The evaluation of research is a delicate issue in the social sciences and humanities. There is a lot of opposition from SSH scholars against evaluation procedures. This has several reasons, for the humanities they were subsumed to four main points (Hug et al., 2014): a) the methods originate from the natural and life sciences, b) lacking consensus on quality criteria, c) fear of negative steering effects, and d) reservations against (simple) quantification. While these points are evident in the case of the use of bibliometric approaches, they are also relevant when it comes to peer review.

Regarding the first point, peer review has been developed in the context of journal articles. Both, social sciences and humanities have a much wider range of publication outputs, such as books, reports, feuilletons and exhibitions, many of which do not only address a scientific public. Secondly, the SSH are not characterised by a strong internal organisation protecting and promoting what is considered a mainstream approach (van den Akker, 2016) nor by the idea of linear progress (Lack, 2008). Rather, SSH disciplines are diverse with regard to theoretical and empirical approaches. There is often no consensus for quality criteria even within one discipline because different paradigms compete with and enrich each other (see, e.g., van den Akker, 2016; Mallard et al., 2009). Thirdly, negative steering effects, such as conservatism, strengthening of old-boys’ networks, discrimination of marginal topics or approaches become an issue in diverse research environments. Finally, often peers need to rate objects of evaluation and thus create measurements that are not necessarily valid but have an impact beyond the evaluation exercise. These are just some of the issues regarding peer review in the social sciences and humanities that need to be addressed in a context when peer review regains more importance in research evaluation.

In general, peer review appears to be enjoying a come-back as the preferred means of assessment in different evaluation situations after years of fascination with bibliometrics and quantitative methods. Three main drivers can be identified behind this return: Bibliometrics and other quantitative methods have proven inadequate for the evaluation of SSH research (Hicks, 2004; Nederhof, 2006; Ochsner et al., 2012) and showed adverse steering effects, also for the STEM fields, which shifted the balance to the critical voices against (simplistic) bibliometric applications across all fields (see, e.g., Burrows, 2012; Hammarfeldt, 2017; Lawrence, 2002; MacRoberts & MacRoberts, 2017; Moliné & Bodenhausen, 2010). The DORA declaration is a further result of this critical examination of bibliometric evaluation methods. Second, there is a tendency on the part of policy makers and funders to apply the same evaluation procedures, methods and sometimes even criteria for all research domains, STEM and SSH. This tendency is partly a response to expectations on the part of the STEM community and linked to the rise of the importance of interdisciplinary projects (see, e.g., König, 2016). Third, the open science movement includes new ways of publishing, reviewing and new forms of metrics. These developments concern STEM and SSH disciplines alike and the STEM are already defining the discourse. It is therefore vital for the SSH
community to document, understand and monitor the practice of peer review and its relation to evaluation and research practice to make sure that these new developments can be used for the benefit of SSH disciplines.

The aim of this interim report is to describe conceptual and practical issues of peer review in SSH in Europe. The discussion of these issues is rooted in a subgroup of Work Group 1 within the COST-Action CA-15137 ENRESSH that has investigated peer review processes and practices.

The scope: Peer Review is an intrinsic part of evaluation process. It is difficult to analyse without considering it in the context of evaluation in a wider sense. In the report, we focus on those aspects of evaluation which are related to peer review.

The report is addressed to policy makers, reviewers but also to the research community at large – in the SSH and beyond – as it enables all stakeholders to identify issues requiring attention and further inquiry.

The report is structured as follows: Part I starts with setting a general framework for the report. Derrick and Ross-Hellauer remind us that the past has shown that automatically copying evaluation procedures from STEM disciplines did not always work out well and that SSH needs to develop its own theoretical approaches and practical applications. Therefore, they warn in their chapter against a colonisation of SSH by STEM values and notions of quality and pledge for a conscious re-appropriation of evaluation procedures adequate for the SSH.

The following set of chapters addresses issues specifically relevant for SSH (Part II). Ochsner focuses on approaches for recognising scientific quality in SSH via peer review and proposes specific recommendations: Reviewers should rate the objects of evaluation across a broad range of criteria rather than giving a holistic judgement. Also, the criteria should clearly differentiate between criteria for scientific quality and criteria concerning policy goals or relation to or impact on society. Derrick focuses on the evaluation of societal impact and related biases within the evaluation process that can act against the promotion of SSH research and calls for more research on how models and definitions of impact are constructed in practice. Kancewicz-Hoffman and Pölönen indicate that acknowledging multilingualism in research communication and collaboration is a condition for adequate peer review and stress a need for more research on practices of peer review in multilingual contexts.

Part III focuses on current practices of peer review. In her chapter, Kancewicz-Hoffman reviews a selection of recent documents setting out practices of peer review and identifies main challenges for SSH concluding that more systematic observation of peer review practices in SSH is necessary. The following chapters address some of those challenges. Pölönen, Engels and Guns show in their study that there is ambiguity in what is seen as a “peer-reviewed” publication: This ambiguity not only concerns self-reported lists of publications but also PRFS that are based on formal criteria employed to publication lists taken from information systems. In a short overview based on a large survey of National Evaluation Systems in Europe, Ochsner indicates the centrality of peer review in all instances of evaluation. He shows that the role, form, and significance of peer review, however, can differ strongly across different evaluation procedures and between countries, in most cases independently from the type of evaluation procedure. Hug and al. report work in progress on a systematic review of studies on peer review criteria on manuscript and grant
applications. Their preliminary findings indicate a need for more research on peer review criteria in general and in the natural sciences and humanities in particular. They also stress the importance of a comparative perspective on the evaluation cultures of different research disciplines. Giménez-Toledo focuses on peer review of scholarly books and its differences with peer review in journals; she concludes that although peer review is one among a number of the selection procedures applied by book publishers, it does ensure scientific quality. Peruginelli, Sanz-Casado and Stojanovski present three national surveys of peer review procedures in law journals pointing out to similarities in approach to peer review in the three countries. They note a common tendency for a more rigorous and transparent peer review process and note an opportunity for open, “social” peer review created by technological innovations.

Part IV addresses recent challenges to peer review related to geopolitical and gender perspectives, interdisciplinarity and the open science turn. Lendák-Kabók and Ochsner report on gender and geopolitical perspectives on peer review and investigate how male and female Early Career Investigators from Eastern and Western Europe perceive and react to peer review. Vanholsbeek discusses challenges of SSH integration to European impact-driven interdisciplinary research referring to the concept of exoterisation of research. Reporting on a study on senior SSH scholars’ attitudes towards research evaluation, he shows that although, in their opinion, peer review keeps its importance as an evaluation tool, they are at the same time aware of complexities of peer review practices in the context of current policies related to interdisciplinarity, internationalisation and societal impact. He recommends educating researchers in new skills needed in the conduct of more open, gender sensitive and interdisciplinary peer reviewing practices. Finally, Vanholsbeek discusses the current status of Open Peer Review.

The report ends with conclusions drawn from the chapters and the combined bibliography in Part V.
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Peer Review in SSH: In Need of Development?

By Gemma Derrick & Tony Ross-Hellauer

Peer review, whether as a political tool or one to facilitate academic self-governance, is a powerful driver of knowledge production. As its primary role of ensuring the validity and quality of research, it has been used in a variety of settings including: pre-publication evaluation of scientific manuscripts; decision making of grant applications; the assessment of research departments (such as used in national audit exercises); reviews of research disciplines by funding councils; and as a method of international benchmarking. In all these situations, the operationalisation of peer review is different with group-peer review situations that rely on the benefits of open deliberation by a range of research and non-academic experts (Derrick, 2018); and scientific manuscripts being a blinded process negotiated by one single actor, the editor (Derrick & Ross-Hellauer, forthcoming). Considering these differences, here we concentrate on peer review for scholarly manuscripts only and how its conceptualisation and operationalisation relates to SSH.

Peer review of scholarly manuscripts is the formal quality assurance mechanism whereby works are made subject to the scrutiny of others, whose feedback and judgements are then used to improve them and make final decisions regarding selection for publication. We can discern five distinct functions that peer review is used to perform: (1) give feedback/guidance for improvement, (2) judge soundness/robustness, (3) judge novelty, quality and/or potential impact, (4) judge suitedness for venue, (5) make recommendations regarding publication. These processes need not be entwined, however. For example, some journals have adopted models where reviewers are asked to focus only on technical soundness rather than perceived importance (e.g., PLOS ONE and PeerJ). At other venues, post-publication review is applied so that recommendations regarding publication no longer apply (e.g., F1000Research). Peer review is usually single or double-blind. In SSH, in contrast to STEM, double-blind review is most common for journals, although single-blind is more usual for books and monographs (British Academy, 2007, p. 10). Various models of open peer review have been proposed and applied in various contexts (Ross-Hellauer, 2017). A great variety of possible models and factors are possible, but usually under this name is understood review where reviewer identities are revealed to authors (open identities) and/or reviews are published alongside publications (open reports). An alternative understanding, which seems more prevalent in SSH (Ross-Hellauer, 2017) is of “open participation” where reviews are “crowdsourced” via the Web. These models of innovation seem to be more prevalent at STEM venues than in SSH. The traditional system of review has been subject to various criticisms for concerns of bias, unnecessary delay and unreliability. Its general sustainability is also questioned – the challenges of ever-increasing levels of knowledge production, quantified just in sheer number of publications, combined with the fact that peer review is a non-rewarded activity for most researchers, means that finding and engaging reviewers is a major challenge for journal editors (Lotriet, 2012, p. 27).

That innovation and research in peer review has traditionally been driven by STEM concerns, and viewed through a STEM lens, is problematic because a review of the literature reveals that publication and peer review practices differ in SSH in important ways. Before discussing these differences, we should be clear that SSH is not homogenous – there are important epistemological and methodological differences amongst subjects. Some
disciplines, for example, are more science-like (e.g., economics, psychology) in using hypothesis-driven methods and somewhat positivistic epistemologies – these disciplines can tend to exhibit more STEM-like publication patterns (article publications in English-language international journals). However, in other SSH subjects, especially in the humanities, much more value is placed on books as the primary mode of research communications. Where articles are preferred, SSH subjects make more use of local journals and regional languages (Kulczycki et al., 2018). SSH researchers also tend to produce fewer articles, and SSH articles tend to have fewer co-authors (Ossenblok et al., 2012; Ossenblok, et al., 2014). In contrast to STEM where high submission rates often mean high rates of desk-rejection, in SSH, relatively fewer articles are refused prior to peer review (British Academy, 2007, p. 10). Times taken to review (Huisman & Smits, 2017, pp. 641–642) and from submission to publication (Björk & Solomon, 2013, p. 914) are both substantially longer than in most STEM fields however. Considering that manuscripts are estimated to be submitted to between three to six journals prior to appearing in their venue of publication (Azar, 2004), it is worth considering the extent to which extended rejection, re-submission and eventual publication cycles in SSH delay progress. This should of course be viewed in terms of the pace of conversation in many SSH fields. In contrast to fast-moving empirical sciences, SSH often have slower rates of citation after publication, and the true impact of works can be much longer in revealing itself (British Academy, 2007, p. 7).

As said, monographs play a much greater role in many SSH subjects (Giménez-Toledo et al., 2019). Peer review of books should not be assumed to mirror that of journal publications, although unfortunately there is a dearth of material regarding this (although this field seems to be emerging, see, e.g., Kulczycki, et al., 2018). We can say that peer review for books is also less formal in terms of processes and criteria, with variation according to whether peer review is applied (if it is applied) to the book proposal, individual chapters or full manuscript; whether review is by independent peers, editorial boards, or acquisition editors, whether commercial as well as academic criteria are taken into account, and who is responsible for organising review (publisher, series or book editor, academic board) (Derricourt, 2012; Verleysen & Engels, 2013).

Investigations of attitudes towards peer review amongst researchers generally find that peer review is highly-valued in general, but not without reservations (Mulligan, Hall, & Raphael, 2013; Ross-Hellauer et al., 2017; Rowley & Sbaffi, 2018; Ware, 2008). Rowley and Sbaffi’s (2018) study was unique in closely examining the role of discipline and found that SSH scholars were less likely than their STEM counterparts to believe peer review can judge novelty or importance, detect plagiarism or fraud, detect factual inaccuracies, determining an article’s fit to the journal. They were also more likely to agree about the existence of bias towards authors based on gender, world-region and level of seniority.

Such differences may reflect differences in the purposes of peer review across disciplines. It can be argued that there are important epistemological differences in styles of knowledge generation that mean that the judgements involved in SSH are often of a different kind in comparison to that in STEM. Human behaviour and human experience have levels of complexity beyond that of a drug trial or a physics experiment, where variables can be strictly controlled and success or otherwise declared. Even in more empirically oriented fields like economics, sociology or psychology, factors like small sample sizes (of biased composition) or the confounding factors of field work can mean that the degrees of interpretative
freedom are higher in SSH than in STEM. This means that strictly positivist criteria for success, including criteria like strict methodological reporting or reproducibility, risk privileging only that which is most STEM-like about SSH, and devaluing other areas. In terms of peer review, such quasi-positivism could endanger sympathetic formulative assistance. This will be especially true in a context of over-reliance on interactional expertise, where a “peer’s” expertise might still involve different preconceptions about what knowledge is.

Mallard, Lamont and Guetzkow (2009) interviewed 81 panellists serving on five multidisciplinary SSH fellowship competitions and found four distinct epistemological styles guiding decision-making and that conflicts arose when one style was applied in evaluating a proposal which adopted another. Such fundamental epistemological suppositions will impact how results are valued, how meaning is interpreted, and hence reviewer evaluations. They concluded that reviewers should use “cognitive contextualization,” adopting “epistemological styles most appropriate to the field or discipline of the proposal under review.” Where this is not possible, we should not see the value of a reviewer’s work as nil, but we might nonetheless require a declaration of epistemological Conflict of Interest, as is suggested by Shimp (2004).

In simple terms, peer review of SSH material is often not engaged in careful checking of the correctness of procedure and theory in an experimental setting, as can be the case in STEM. This is not to say that interpretation and judgements are not also intimate parts of even the hardest of sciences, but that the interpretive flexibility of those determinations can be said to lie within a smaller range. Human behaviour and experiences, not to mention the myriad ways in which they can be manifested, are levels of complexity higher. As Derricourt says, “in softer social sciences and a wider range of the humanities, the questions on a submitted paper might be whether it fits into the conventions of the discipline, whether the reviewer agrees or disagrees with the approach and argument, and how important or interesting the reviewer finds it. These are more editorial questions than questions of authentication.” (Derricourt, 2012, p. 145)

These elements are all examined in depth in a forthcoming publication by the current authors, which stems from an ENRESSH Short Term Scientific Mission project “Peer review in SSH: in need of development”, which explores the suitability of current peer review, and demands on peer review, for SSH disciplines (Derrick & Ross-Hellauer, forthcoming). It conceptualises peer review as an act of boundary-work found necessary to demarcate scientific knowledge, which required the formalisation of a reviewer function, acting as an expert. However, it also conceptualises the STEM-SSH divide, not as a categorical distinction, but as a fluid spectrum that runs parallel to a scale of the object of study expressed by Flyvbjerg’s (2001) distinction between objects to humanistic foci of study. This spectrum allows for the existence of peripheral overlaps between fields of study and therefore a mechanism by which regulatory advice through peer reviewers required as part of the peer review system acts instil forms of expertise that are not central to the missions and values of SSH research. In fact, we argue that this sharing different forms of expertise within this spectrum, due to the growth of knowledge production (Yan, 2016), interdisciplinary research (van Noorden, 2015) and the unsustainable nature of peer review (Ross-Hellauer et al., 2017), constitutes a form of gradual colonisation of SSH by STEM values and notions of quality. Left unchecked, the black box nature of peer review catalyses the colonisation of SSH, resulting in a systematic devaluation that forces SSH researchers to
submit to, and adopt rather than consciously and openly assess notions of excellence offered by reviewers as part of the scholarly peer review process. In this way, the existing peer review system is feeding a *Teufelskreis/vicious cycle* that alters how SSH can self-govern and regulate notions of quality and value independent of STEM via the peer review process.
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PART II: Issues and Discussions Specific to and Most Relevant for SSH Peer Review

Evaluation Criteria and Methodology

By Michael Ochsner

Introduction

Peer review is the most important means for the assessment of academic research in the SSH and serves to decide which works, proposals or careers are funded or whether research or a career is evaluated as successful or excellent. Yet, while there are many studies on the potential biases and subjectivity of peer review (see, e.g., Bornmann et al., 2008; Bornmann et al., 2011; Lamont, 2009; Langfeldt, 2006), less is known about what quality of research means and how peers (can) identify it. Knowledge on these issues will help to improve peer review practices. While there are many aspects relevant for a successful peer review process, such as peer selection, technical support of peers, organisation of peer review (blind, double-blind, panel decision etc.), this chapter will focus on the aspect of how quality can best be recognised in peer review. It is structured as follows: the first part gives an overview of concepts of research quality in the SSH, as this is the concept peer review is supposed to “measure”; the second part focuses on assessment and issues related to peer review as an instrument for the evaluation of research; the last part will draw conclusions and gives recommendations for the peer review process regarding evaluation criteria and methods.

What is Quality?

Lamont’s book “How professors think” (Lamont, 2009) describes how experts take the role of gatekeepers – or even of “guardians of science”, as Daniel (1993) put it. A citation of an interviewee of Lamont summarises how peer reviewers most often judge a work or career: “There are different […] kinds of excellence [but I am] pretty confident that I’d know it when I see it” (Lamont, 2009, 159). Even though scholars judge the quality of their colleagues’ and students’ work on a daily basis, the knowledge about what quality is remains tacit. Just as car drivers cannot explain how they got out of a complicated situation they managed routinely, the experts cannot tell exactly how they judge a research or a career (for tacit knowledge, see Polanyi, 1967). Yet, unlike the car, in a situation of deciding upon careers or scarce funding, it is important to have a clear rationale for a fair and just evaluation. However, while there is an abundance of literature on concepts of quality in higher education or of research quality in research funding procedures (for an overview, see for example Langfeldt & Scordato, 2016), there are only a few studies that investigate systematically what characterizes “good” research from the point of view of those who can judge best what “good” research is: the scholars themselves. This is especially true for the SSH. An overview on projects on SSH scholars’ notions of research quality in European countries conducted by Work Group 1 of the ENRESSH COST-Action showed that there is a growing interest in understanding what research quality is, but there are only a few studies that investigate in a bottom-up manner how researchers understand and identify the quality of SSH research (see Ochsner, Hug & Galleron, 2017). Yet, when academic peer review is making judgements about the quality of research, there should be an understanding of what
quality means, going beyond generic terms like \textit{plausibility}, \textit{scientific value} and \textit{originality} (Polanyi, 1967) or the – almost congruent – criteria from the UK’s RAE 2008, \textit{rigour}, \textit{significance} and \textit{originality} that proved to be very imprecise in practice (Johnston, 2008). Research on scholars’ notions of quality shows that research quality is a complex, multi-dimensional construct (see, e.g., Bazeley, 2010; Hemlin, 1993; Hug et al., 2013; Ochsner & Dokmanović; Ochsner et al., 2013). Reducing research quality to some aspects might lead to adverse effects, such as goal displacement (see, e.g., Butler, 2007; de Rijke et al., 2016; Sousa & Brennan, 2014) or task reduction (de Rijke et al., 2016). Such behavioural changes have mainly been investigated regarding the use of indicators. But also peer review is based on criteria even though they remain often tacit or are reduced to policy goals and scholars try to anticipate how they will be evaluated adapting their behaviour accordingly. Furthermore, even if formal indicators are used to standardise peer judgement or render it more objective, they can be used in selective ways by peers in evaluations to support the decision made without them (see, e.g., Gozlan, 2016).

Some often-used criteria in evaluations are not criteria for scientific quality but rather for a way of doing research as research on scholars’ notions of quality shows: Interdisciplinarity, collaborative research, internationality and societal impact are not seen as indicative of scientific quality but rather of a modern way of doing research. It can be of high as well as of low quality (Ochsner et al., 2013). Hence, it is important to distinguish two types of evaluation criteria: criteria applied by research funders and research policy makers linked to strategic decisions on the one hand and criteria reflecting scientific quality on the other. Yet, both types of criteria are often used as quality criteria, also in peer review processes (see, e.g., Wissenschaftsrat, 2004; Krull & Tepperwien, 2016). Such a confounding of different types of evaluation criteria based on different quality conceptions between evaluators and scholars might lead to communication issues and to opposition against evaluation procedures as well as to bias in peer review, i.e. if peers should evaluate interdisciplinary research but in their review they judge the research according to their disciplinary standards (see Langfeldt, 2006). Rather, the different types of criteria should be evaluated separately so that the different nature of the criteria becomes transparent.

Societal impact is a special case as it is not directly related to research quality but to another aim of research, i.e. to lead to effects outside of academia, and thus should be evaluated separately (see, e.g., Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen [KNAW], 2011; VSNU, NWO & KNAW, 2016). It has its own quality criteria and maybe even the experts or peers might be different, for example proponents of civil society, politics or the economy. Yet, there is not much knowledge on how peers evaluate societal impact, or even how they define it. Rather, scholars seem to prefer evaluating research quality over societal impact (Albert et al., 2012) and when they need to evaluate societal impact, they are even less confident about what it means (Derrick & Samuel, 2017).

\textbf{Assessment of Research by Peer Review}

If research quality is a complex, multidimensional construct, how can it be assessed in practice? In the last years, several initiatives investigated how the quality of SSH research – or sometimes research performance in the SSH – could be assessed adequately (see, e.g., Andersen, 2013; Giménez-Toledo et al., 2013; Gogolin & Stumm, 2014; Ochsner et al., 2016, 2017; for an overview Ochsner, Galleron & Ionescu, 2017). The suggested
assessment procedures usually involve SSH scholars in the process either as experts in peer review systems or as experts in defining output lists (e.g. publication lists or list of publishers). This involvement of peers in the process is important because only about 50% of the relevant quality criteria for humanities research can be adequately measured with indicators (Ochsner et al., 2012) and likely this is similar for the social sciences. If peers are involved, however, it is important that the process assures a fair assessment, i.e. an equal treatment using the same rules for all units to be assessed. Peer review as a method for research evaluation has been criticised and there are several studies on different biases of peer review, such as low interrater reliability, mediocre predictive validity, factors other than scientific quality like gender or institution of the applicant explaining outcome etc. (see, e.g., Bornmann & Daniel, 2008a; Bornmann et al., 2008, 2010; Mutz et al., 2015; Tamblyn et al., 2018). However, there are several methodological issues involved with these criticisms of the peer review process (see also Langfeldt et al., 2015): All of them compare outcomes without having a clear concept of what the outcome is. First, it is not clear whether a high interrater reliability is desirable as it might be a result of unfortunate choice of experts who follow the same paradigm and might not accept research drawing from another paradigm. Without investigating how the peers arrived at the different ratings, the result is not indicative of the quality of the peer review process. Second, high predictive validity, usually measured as difference in citation rates from articles published compared to rejected but published elsewhere or comparing citation impact from scholars having received a certain funding compared to those having not received the funding, might just be an effect of being published in the specific journal or having received the prestigious funding. The outcome indicator citations is linked to and dependent on many things (see Bornmann & Daniel, 2008b) and is in most cases not a valid measure for a functioning peer review process, certainly not in the SSH. Third, a bias that has been identified in a peer review process might not be the problem of the peer review but of conditions external to the peer review: e.g. researchers at prestigious institutions might have more time to write a proposal, women might be less self-confident and submit understated proposals; because men work more often at prestigious institutions, both conditions would lead to a bias towards men even though the peer reviewers would not favour men as such (see, e.g., Ceci & Williams, 2011; Enserink, 2015).

More important for the quality of the peer review process is the intrarater reliability: the likelihood that the same reviewer assigns the same score to the same application at different points in time, similar to a test-retest reliability, e.g. a reviewer’s rating is independent of the order the reviewer reads different proposals (see Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2017). Thorngate et al. (2009) conclude their comprehensive research on decision making by stating that merit should be judged separately along specified criteria in order to achieve consistent results. So-called “holistic” judgements (i.e., “I know it when I see it”) apply different weighting functions to different applicants, which opens the door widely for double standards and biases (Thorngate et al., 2009, p. 26). Furthermore, focusing on a broad range of criteria helps to avoid preferring aspects with similar gradings and neglecting aspects that follow a different pattern; people tend to look for “consistency”, but an assessment based on redundant information is always inferior to an assessment based on more information, as Tversky and Kahnemann (1974) explain in a more general context: “Highly consistent patterns are most often observed when the input variables are highly redundant or
correlated. Hence, people tend to have great confidence in predictions based on redundant input variables. However, an elementary result in the statistics of correlation asserts that, given input variables of stated validity, a prediction based on several such inputs can achieve higher accuracy when they are independent of each other than when they are redundant or correlated. Thus, redundancy among inputs decreases accuracy even as it increases confidence […].” (Tversky & Kahnemann, 1974, p. 1126). For example, if a reviewer finds that an article is well-written and presents interesting findings but has some doubts about the methodological rigour, it is likely that the two consistent evaluations of “well-written” and “interesting findings” will dominate his or her final holistic judgement while the “methodological issues” will go under the radar. The more informative combination would be the “well-written” but “methodologically not rigorous”, simply because the category of “well-written” might evoke the category “interesting results”, simply because the writing style makes the results look interesting. If each criterion is judged separately, “methodological issues” are less likely to go under the radar as the criteria catalogue will draw attention to it. Additionally, explicit criteria serve transparency: which criteria were used for the judgement and how were they weighted? Feedback on criteria might then help unsuccessful authors or applicants improve their next submissions. All these points are important for the judgment of merit to be fair and consistent (Thorngate et al., 2009), i.e. that all applications, manuscripts or other objects of evaluation are assessed according to the same standards. This will prevent different forms of bias, such as conservative, gender or institution bias. By providing a framework for consistent judgement of research quality across peers, it also helps preventing the more technical issues such as low interrater reliability or low predictive validity. A rating across multiple criteria helps disentangling differences between weightings of different criteria from different judgements on a single criterion. It will also show that low predictive validity (measured by citations) might not be the best quality measure for a peer review procedure by showing why an output or project was selected, while citations are linked to many other things than quality, e.g. a mainstream topic or size of institution.

**Conclusions**

In the SSH, peer review is the most common and most important way to assess outputs, careers, projects or institutions. While there are many aspects relevant for a successful peer review process, this chapter focused on the aspect of how scientific quality can best be recognised in peer review, one of the most important aims of academic peer review. Despite its general acceptance as an assessment method for many evaluation situations, peer review faces some criticisms, such as low interrater reliability, mediocre predictive validity and different kind of biases (conservative bias, gender bias, institutional bias). This chapter argues that these biases are linked to the fact that there is no clear methodology that links the concept “scientific quality” with the procedure. While research shows that scientific quality is a complex and multidimensional construct, this complexity is rarely taken into account in review practices. At the same time, research on decision making shows that merit should be judged separately along specified criteria in order to achieve consistent and fair results. Holistic approaches to evaluation open the doors widely for different biases. Therefore, peer review processes should include a catalogue of explicit criteria that guide the judgements of the peers. Each criterion should be rated separately. This has also the
advantage that indicators can be assigned to specific criteria for which they can provide additional information to peers (informed peer review), which can increase the acceptability for the use of indicators among scholars and might reduce subjectivity (see Ochsner et al., 2014). Also, criteria for scientific quality and criteria for policy goals, such as interdisciplinarity or societal impact, should be evaluated separately.
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Definitions of societal impact and its evaluation in context

By Gemma Derrick

Introduction

Without a doubt, one of the major sources of contention within the modern research reward system, or the valuation of research outputs has been the concept of the societal impact of research. It is a term that launched a thousand articles and research books, with renewed enthusiasm and insights in how research can return on its societal contract intertwined with rhetoric around the increased accountability of science and transparency of public research investment.

Loosely defined around the impact that research has beyond the academic system, the concept of societal1 impact has goaded research valuation processes as well as evaluation criteria globally. This has mostly been because of renewed interest in public accountability and framing research investment as a means to a societal end such as economic growth, job creation and addressing societal challenges. In addition, as this chapter will argue, that it is also because of the academic community’s increased understanding, and begrudged acceptance of societal impact as a component of research excellence that has allowed its implementation in formal research evaluations on all levels globally. Many researchers viewing both societal and academic impact2 as two sides of the same coin (D’Este et al., 2018) which is in direct contrast to concerns that the creation, and therefore the evaluation, of excellent societal impact is independent to academic excellence. This article embraces a broad conceptualization of societal impact that manifests itself differently within national research policies that have moved to formalize it assessment.

Hand in hand with a wider acceptance comes a new generation of early career researchers, more amenable and socialized towards the importance of research impact beyond academia in considerations of excellence, and the development of more sophisticated tools with which to measure outcomes, but also monitor impact development. The result has been a more global understanding of research excellence driven by more agnostic motivations of societal relevance and the necessity to learn about the concept of societal impact, and mechanisms of how to operationalize it on an individual level, and evaluate it on an organization and national levels.

Nonetheless, despite this enthusiasm for the greater recognition of societal impact within the academic reward system, for the sake of its assessment, its definition will differ depending on the context of its assessment. Recent interest in mapping and characterizing impacts over fields, countries and public/private partnerships contexts (Benneworth & Jongbloed, 2010; Bornmann, 2012, 2013) has seen an evolving conceptualization of

1 In this context the term ‘societal’ is used to refer to impact beyond academia and includes economic, cultural, social and notions of public engagement.

2 Academic impact refers, although not exclusively, to traditional outputs of academic activity such as books, articles and PhD creation.
societal impact. One than extends from linear perceptions of bench to bedside3 to a multi-
level and multi-actor perception of the use and evolution of research into usable, extra-
academic evidence (Bayley & Phipps, 2019; Phipps et al., 2016). Derrick (2018) refers to
impact as an “ambiguous concept” where its current absence in the process of formal and
explicit academic socialization on the individual level results in questions around the
process of assessment through peer review since peer review is governed by academic expert-
tise, rather than more generalized social expertise (Derrick, 2018). Likewise, Nutley et al.
(2007) concluded that “research is a somewhat elusive concept, difficult to operationalize,
political in essence and hard to assess in a robust and widely accepted manner” (Nutley
et al., 2007, p. 295). Its definition, therefore, is forever in flux and sensitive to: changes in
notions of public value; the academic community’s growing appreciation and acceptance
of societal impact as a criterion; as well as the experience gained in operationalization as
an assessment criterion in practice. However, despite this growing interest, developments
in definitions and formalized inclusions in many research assessment procedures, the ap-
plicability of societal impact for the social science and humanities (SSH) is still a matter of
debate (Wroblewska, 2019).
This chapter will explore conceptualizations of societal impact that are relevant to different
modes and foci of evaluation. It will specifically distinguish between ex-post versus ex-
ante modes of evaluation of societal impact. It will include a discussion of the foci of many
definitions of societal impact used across Europe on national, organizational and national
levels. As such, it highlights some of the main challenges facing societal impact assessment,
and the current tools utilized for its assessment with a particular focus on peer review.

**Ex-post societal impact**

This section will explore the existence and utilization of models and definitions of societal
impact that are based towards an ex-post understanding of research impact. Ex-post defi-
nitions of societal impact are those that have already occurred, or ‘after the fact’. This con-
ceptualization opens the assessment to the possibility of primarily quantitative indicators
used to indicate that societal impact has occurred, but does not go so far as to assign a value
to the impact achieved.
The main example of the utilization of ex-post impact assessment is the UK’s 2014 (and
represented the world’s first formal, ex-post assessment of how research had had an impact
beyond academia linked to the allocation of research funding. The use of this criterion has
positioned societal impact as a serious notion of academic excellence (i.e. on par with the
importance of traditional notions of academic excellence and esteem) on the individual
level, as one that is of strategic importance on the organizational level. As a framework,
the UK’s REF2014/2021 represents perhaps the world’s most developed agenda for evalu-
at ing the wider benefits of research and its perceived political success has influenced
many other countries in how they define, and approach its assessment. The definition used
to drive the submissions was very broad and developed, through a series of pilots, to be as

---

3 A term used to describe the process by which the results of research done in the laboratory are directly used
to develop new ways to treat patients. https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-
terms/def/bench-to-bedside

---
all-encompassing as possible. The REF2014 definition “impact is defined as an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia” has since evolved to a REF2021 definition that uses the experience of the REF2014 to build upon and expand definitions of impact to include notions of ‘public engagement’ as well as ‘impact on teaching beyond your institution’. The second addition to the definition is particularly pertinent for the SSH fields of Education, and Educational Research. Despite the changes in the definition, the assessment process is still dictated by the sub-criteria ‘significance’ and ‘reach’, and the assessment is still performed on a 5-star scale (from Unclassified to 4-stars).

While evolution of the REF2014 impact definition to a broader, more inclusive understanding of societal impact are welcome, the emphasis within this definition on a ‘change’ and ‘effect’ restrict the types of evidence that can be used in narratives to demonstrate research value beyond academia. As such, this emphasis risks de-valuing the contribution of SSH research to notions of public value, as the assessment of societal impact becomes more goal-orientated, and therefore amenable to more quantitative indicators of value. In fact, from an evaluation of the REF2014 case studies, research has shown that there was an advantage associated with those case studies that promoted a single, long term, quantifiable outcome (Watermeyer & Hedgecoe, 2016). This was found to be the case in Business and Management (Hughes et al., 2019), political science (Dunlop, 2018) and STEM-featured units of assessment such as medical and biomedical science (Greenhalgh & Fahy, 2015) and physics (Watermeyer, 2016). Commonly, these outcomes as “effects” are associated with societal impacts that are more downstream in nature and are represented within an ex-post evaluation through quantitative indicators.

Despite this conflict, the adoption of an ex-post societal impact criterion in the UK has influences many other countries as well. In Norway, for example, the definition of societal impact has been heavily influenced by the UK definition provided above. However, as Wroblewska (2019) highlights, this exercise produced case studies with quite dissimilar characteristics and this was partly explained by the lack of a link between evaluation results and the distribution of funding; as well as a mismatch between the purposes (summative vs formative), processes (goal-orientated vs experimental) and culture (performative vs reflexive) existing within Norwegian universities.

**Ex-ante societal impact**

Unlike ex-post impact, ex-ante societal impact is understood as an estimate of the likely future impact of research. It primarily involves the employment of a level of foresight and involves a prospective analysis of what the impact of the research under question might be in the future. In assessment practice, this may result in proxy indicators including: track record; reach of collaborative networks; as well as nuanced indicators such as trust in the applicant to fulfil the promised work that are influenced by the health of existing personal connections (“I know this person, and can trust them to do the work”), used as substitutes for a societal impact evaluation rather than driving an independent assessment of excellence.

---

4 ‘Significance’ refers to the intensity of the influence or effect of the impact (Derrick, 2018)
In this section, we rather explore those definitions of societal impact than imitate an ex-ante conceptualisation and, using the information presented above as a contrast, explore the definitions currently in use in different national contexts. It outlines the current use of ex-ante definitions and the success and limitations of approaches and tools currently used on individual, research project and national levels.

Definitions and mechanics (Derrick, 2018) of ex-ante societal impact are used in various forms by many government-based funding agencies. In the UK, the all Research Councils use a common definition regardless of disciplinary differences. This definition, “the demonstrable contribution that excellent research makes to society and the economy”, creates an explicit link between research excellence and the contribution that it may make to society and the economy. Likewise, in relation to the EU research council definition “the economic and/or societal impact expected from the project, including the identification of customer and societal benefits; definition of the process to be followed leading to concrete application; initial steps of analysis of the advantages of the project’s outcomes over existing products, policies, or processes; and, where applicable, brief explanation of the activities to be undertaken in terms of clarification of IPR position and strategy, testing in real world contexts, plans for contacts with commercial and/or societal partners”.

There is an emphasis on the non-academic impacts, but the inclusion criteria have been broadened to use more explicit examples; “the economic and/or societal impact expected from the project, including the identification of customer and societal benefits”. It also uses concrete examples of expectations about how these societal impacts are to be embedded into the research project at the proposal stage; “…clarification of IPR position and strategy, testing in real world contexts, plans for contacts with commercial and/or societal partners”. This level of detail is in stark contrast to the abstraction evident in the NSF (National Science Foundation) definition of the ‘Broader Impacts’ criteria (“the potential to benefit society and contribute to the achievement of specific, desired societal outcomes”). As with the definition provided by the UK’s Research Councils, allows for proposals to specify and imagine the societal impacts that may emerge from their research, and elect the pathways to manage (and monitor) the generation of these impacts. Finally, the Research Council of Norway (Forskningsradet) use a criterion in evaluations towards the potential societal impact of the research. In this evaluation, evaluators are urged to assess the extent to which the planned outputs of the proposed project address important present and/or future scientific challenges and, further, the extent to which the planned outputs will address UN Sustainable development goals. In addition, evaluators they must consider the extent that the potential societal impacts are clearly formulated and plausible which demonstrates where the danger of proxies being applied to evaluate such as track record, as well as non-independent tendencies (Derrick, 2018), to assess ex-ante impact claims.

The assessment and selection of the appropriate tool to assess societal impact will depend largely on its conceptualization and definition. In this way, conceptualizations that rely heavily on assumed linear modes of research-into-practice and the instrumental use of research will be more orientated into the use of indicators that assess if, and how a study is used (and cited) in a policy document or guideline.

5 https://www.forskningsradet.no/en/Research_funding_in_2019/1254037516684
Challenges for assessing Social Sciences and Humanities impact

The trends and pressure to broaden the definition of academic excellence to include notions of societal impact has been received differently within different academic disciplines. Without a doubt, the challenges of identifying and evaluating societal impact in SSH has been felt acutely. Indeed, some authors have argued that the increasing influence of societal impact in demonstrating the value of research investment poise a threat to SSH (Benneworth 2015; Benneworth et al., 2016). This threat contributes to the perceived ‘crisis of humanities’ which relates to a decreased importance and prestige of the humanities, a decline in funding and/or a fall in recruitment numbers to university SSH courses (Benneworth et al., 2016).

As a broad discipline, SSH brings particular challenges in the assessment of societal impact that go beyond the general concerns related to attribution, causality, and time lag. Impact that stems from SSH research is not as amenable to the measures, definition and models of impact more readily adhered to by STEM subjects (Derrick & Ross-Hellauer, forthcoming; Ross-Hellauer & Derrick, 2019). This makes it hard to measure and clearly state the value added by SSH research, especially if it is in competition with indicator-driven outcomes that are, not necessarily easier, but more commonly associated with STEM subjects. A relatively new concern that arose from a systematic assessment of how peer review panels navigated the assessment of societal impact within the REF2014, may resonate with the challenges faced by SSH in demonstrating impact (Derrick, 2018). The notion of ‘centrality’ or else, an assessment of how important a piece of research was in realizing a final, impact goal (Derrick, 2018), was shown to be an important consideration for panels to consider to mitigate the issues associated with attribution and causality. However, in these evaluations which were based on narratives or Impact Case studies (ICS), there is a risk that the nuanced nature of SSH work and its contribution may be overshadowed by other, more grandiose claims of ‘centrality’.

However, contrary to these issues of STEM and SSH in competition for notions of public value, is the understanding of societal impact relativism in the SSH research assessment. In this situation, the public value that SSH researchers as a community assign to their field may be blind, fall beyond, or be biased against, those societal impacts that are more amenable to indicators, or else linear notions of impact creation. This is especially the case in the situation of a peer review tool being used to assess the societal impact of SSH. Here panel members might implicitly punish claims of impact that adhere to an indicator-based demonstration of value, in favour of impact claims that are more in line with their own understandings and resistance to the implementation of societal impact as formalized criteria. This behaviour embeds notions of value within the SSH discipline by using its researchers as participants in the evaluation process, mainly through peer review. This works against the adoption of societal impact into community-held notions of academic excellence by excluding notions of impact that are measurable that are perceived to go against the more nuanced understandings of SSH contribution to public value. What is needed, therefore, is a re-examination of what societal impact means from SSH and various

---

6 ‘Centrality’ has been observed in ex-post assessments of societal impact but has not yet been associated with ex-ante assessments of Impact.
indicators that are, and are not, relevant for their measure alongside heightening the community’s appreciation of their own value to the public (de Jong et al., 2016).

The future of societal impact evaluation: peer review?

As the ‘gold standard’ in research assessment, many of the assessment exercises described above use peer review in evaluations of societal impact. Although more commonly associated with the evaluation of traditional notions of research impact, the authority and political legitimacy of peer review (Derrick & Samuel, 2016; Derrick, 2018) lie in the assumption that the appropriate level of expertise, disciplinary relevance and fairness of judgement will be employed during the assessment process. Since the trust between applicant and evaluation panel is based on these assumptions, it is therefore a more relevant evaluation tool for traditional, socialized notions of academic excellence. For societal impact, as well as for traditional forms of academic excellence, models and definitions of the criteria are constructed in practice (Derrick, 2018). As such, the newness of the societal impact as a criterion and the inexperience of review panels to assess this ambiguous criterion (Derrick, 2018), results in the drawbacks commonly associated with peer review such as bias, becoming more pronounced in the assessment process. There is also a risk of evaluators embedding the practice of treating more socialized assessments of research and academic excellence as proxies for assessments of societal impact. Alongside the newness of the criterion comes the risk that evaluators defer their personal conceptions related to political, economic or social considerations as more reliable yardsticks for evaluation (Derrick & Samuel, 2018). This deference queries the very nature of a ‘peer’ in peer review where even the level of expertise and experience of evaluators to the assessment of societal impact are diffuse in nature. All countries that have adopted formalized societal impact criteria, both ex-post and ex-ante, have also adopted peer review as the evaluation tool. In addition, these countries have attempted to compensate for the lack of expertise in impact-generation by appointing non-academic stakeholders to the panel, research has shown that these evaluators face considerable difficulty in influencing the committee culture of panels, and therefore the evaluation outcome (Derrick, 2018). As a result, some researchers (Derrick, 2018) have questioned the relevance of peer review for the assessment of ambiguous criteria such as societal impact, especially during a time when it occupies a liminal space within research excellence (Watermeyer & Chubb, 2019). As societal impact continues to become implemented in research policy as a central, formalized criterion in many countries, so too will evaluator behaviours and formalized evaluation mechanics evolve within peer review panels. Interestingly some countries, such as Australia and Finland, have explicitly separated the evaluation practice and the definitions of academic and societal impact. In other words, in these countries separate panels evaluating academic and societal impact. This model of assessment is worthy of further exploration.

Conclusion

Both the evaluation of ex-ante and ex-post societal impact has grown in importance resulting in a number of countries adopting its broad definition into formalized evaluation procedures. However, the conceptualization of a broader, societal impact from research remains in flux, and is sensitive to changes in notions of public value. The choice, therefore, remains between embracing the serendipitous and unpredictable nature of impact as a
concept to be resolved during evaluative practice; or stabilizing the practice by creating mechanics (definitions, tools and indicators) that see societal impact as a pragmatic, largely predictable outcome from research. Both options have consequences for SSH research. In both its ex-ante and ex-post forms, the assessment of societal impact highlights some specific challenges for SSH in demonstrating and realizing its wider public value. These differences in conceptualizations of SSH-value beyond academia can play out in peer review panels, which, as the evaluation tool of choice, can act to embed or, in the very least, pronounce biases within the evaluation process that can act against the promotion of SSH research. As the adoption of societal impact as a criterion becomes more widespread, this challenge is likely to decrease in importance. Nonetheless, more research focusing on how panels construct models and definitions of impact in practice are needed in order to swiftly address any challenges that act against the interests of the SSH community.
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Does excellence have to be in English? Language diversity and internationalisation in SSH research evaluation

By Nina Kancewicz-Hoffinan & Janne Pölönen

Introduction

With the increasing globalisation of research and of academia in general, English (or rather Global English as it is often called to distinguish it from languages spoken in English-speaking countries) has become the language in which research is both performed and communicated. This is related to increasing internationalisation of the institutional environment of research creating pressures but also opportunities for transnational collaborations through funding instruments, scientific journals or professional associations (Heilbron et al., 2017). These new research policies incentivising research globalisation have direct impact on research evaluation processes and criteria and on the role of English in research. This is evidenced for example by changes in the evaluation process within EU Framework Programmes which is now performed only in English although this was not the case 20-30 years ago (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016). At the national level, the internationalisation of research and the use of Global English in research communication are favoured as well. Consequently, evaluation processes at the national level have increasingly international character and are conducted, at least partly, in English enabling the participation of international evaluators to ensure quality but also to introduce national research communities to international collaboration as well as competition.

Both the internationalisation process and the dominant use of English language have been introduced firstly in STEM disciplines and are rooted in their research cultures. The SSH community is characterised by the embedment of research in the local context and by linguistic diversity in producing and disseminating knowledge. Due to those characteristics, “Patterns of internationalization in the SSH therefore differ from internationalization in the natural sciences.” (Heilbron et al., 2017; see also Sivertsen, 2016; Kulczycki et al., 2018). Traditionally, SSH researchers publish in more than one language, although not always one of them is English. A study of multilingualism in scholarly publishing in Poland shows that researchers from all fields publish in more than one language but when STEM researchers publish most often in English and in Polish, SSH researchers, and especially humanities researchers, often publish in more than one (or even two) languages but more often, their dominant language is neither English nor Polish (Korytkowski & Kulczycki, 2019). In a study of multilingualism in SSH scholarly communication, Kulczycki et al. (2020) showed that 53% of 25,365 SSH researchers from seven European countries published peer-reviewed journal articles in a three-year period in more than one language, ranging from 38% in Flanders (Belgium) to 69% in Slovenia.

Moreover, different SSH disciplines, depending on a number of factors, adopt standards of internationalisation and use of English in scholarly communication at a different pace (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016). Although generally both social sciences and humanities disciplines are embedded in the local context, some of the humanities disciplines are more strongly dependent on language as a part of research instrumentarium. In those disciplines, the ability to express ideas in writing and the quality of writing directly influence the quality of research outputs and outcomes (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016). Therefore, forcing all
research communication to be only in English works against its quality and can be seen as “impoverishment” of SSH research (Leão et al., 2018). While use of English as publication language differs between SSH fields, it also differs between countries: in the Western European and Nordic countries, typically a larger share of peer-reviewed output is in English than in the Central and Eastern European countries (Kulczycki et al., 2018). Differences between countries are partly due to political and scholarly traditions, size of the market for local language outputs, as well as incentives created by evaluation and funding systems. In parallel to the growing pressure for internationalisation and the use of English, there are also growing concerns regarding the societal impact and the societal role of SSH. For academic impact in the globalised research environment, the use of English is a requirement. However, communicating knowledge in national/vernacular languages may be more powerful in order to reach wider, non-specialist public (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016; Sivertsen, 2018). Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret note that the dominance of English in academic publishing may lead to adverse effects when in some countries, younger researchers, in order to adapt to quality requirements and evaluation cultures and expectations, have no experience of writing scholarly work in their national language (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016). Sivertsen concludes that as researchers are expected to communicate their knowledge for different purposes and different publics, they should feel free to choose a language of communication which suits best a given communication situation: “The choice of language depends on the international scholarly relevance of the research versus the societal relevance for the culture and society being studied” (Sivertsen, 2016).

In the SSH, language diversity or multilingualism are here to stay, although most probably with a trend for the growing use of English as a part of the internationalisation process. This poses a number of challenges to evaluation processes and procedures. Those challenges are rarely noted and addressed, as generally – as Sivertsen remarks – “language is invisible” in thinking of research policies of which evaluation is a part. Sivertsen recommends working toward “balanced multilingualism” in research and research policy including evaluation but warns that it will be a long process requiring compromises (Sivertsen, 2018). The ‘Helsinki Initiative on Multilingualism in Scholarly Communication’ makes direct recommendations regarding language diversity in evaluation:

“3. Promote language diversity in research assessment, evaluation, and funding systems.

• Make sure that in the process of expert-based evaluation, high quality research is valued regardless of the publishing language or publication channel.

• Make sure that when metrics-based systems are utilized, journal and book publications in all languages are adequately taken into account.”

(Helsinki Initiative, 2019; Kulczycki et al., 2020)

When comparing institutional evaluation exercises in UK and Portugal, Deem stresses the importance of finding a way to take into consideration research outputs in diverse languages and recommends “care needs to be taken to deal with how work in a variety of languages can be fairly assessed” (Deem, 2016). The EC Expert Group on Assessment of University-Based Research as well as the ESF Peer Review Guide recommend considering all languages equally in the evaluation (European Commission 2010; European Science Foundation [ESF], 2011). However, there are no clear recommendations how to deal with this issue in evaluation practice.
This chapter will highlight those instances where the issue of language of research communication is relevant for the evaluation process in general and for peer review in particular. It will also discuss possible solutions and recommendations.

1. Assessing the quality of research

As writing, formulating a text is in SSH a part of the research process. The command of language by a researcher has a direct influence on the quality of research work. The dominance of scholarly communication in English automatically gives advantage to English native speakers and researchers based in English-speaking countries. If they write and publish in English those researchers have a clear advantage over researchers using English as a second language: “This linguistic inequality creates a bias which has much more negative consequences in the SSH than in the natural sciences because of the greater importance given to written expression and interpretative analysis as well as less firmly standardized (and universally canonized) conceptual formulations” (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016).

This is documented by the dominance of US- and UK-based researchers in many contexts. Among others the command of English is considered one of the reasons for the successes of UK-based researchers in the EU Framework Programmes (Heilbron et al., 2017).

It is however not clear how this disadvantage could be directly offset in the peer review process. There are two ways to remediate it, that is to consider publications in English and in other languages on equal foot and/or to professionally translate scholarly publications and other forms of scholarly communication.

2. Barriers to research dissemination

The first, necessary condition to consider equally both English and non-English publications in the evaluation process, is to provide equally easy and open access to them. The fact that the majority of highly respected journals in almost any discipline of SSH are published in English, also in Europe, shows to what extent English is a dominant language in scholarly publishing. However, this publishing pattern strongly influences communication and collaboration flows (Heilbron et al., 2017) and substantially limits scientific communication and academic impact of research in languages other than English. In this way, multilingualism in research communication, although considered positive in itself, creates barriers for fellow researchers to dissemination of and access to works published in diverse national languages. For peer review, this means that reviewers and panel members may not be aware of new achievements and publications in languages other than English. If experts refer in their evaluation to metric information provided by commercial indexes predominantly used for evaluation purposes like Web of Science by Clarivate Analytics and Elsevier’s Scopus, their assessment may be even more biased due to low representation of non-English journals.

3. Increasing accessibility of research outputs in languages other than English

There are initiatives facilitating access to publications in national/vernacular languages. One of the oldest among them is the European Reference Index for the Humanities (ERIH), functioning now as ERIH PLUS and covering also social sciences. In fact, the main goal of creating ERIH in 2002 was to provide access to quality research in the Humanities in European languages other than English: “The main aim of ERIH has been from its very
beginnings to enhance *global visibility* of high quality research in the humanities published in academic journals in various European languages all over Europe” (ERIH PLUS, 2014). ERIH continues to play this role with almost 8000 journals registered in the database out of which about 4500 are in 30 languages other than English (ERIH PLUS, 2014).

OPERAS – ‘Open Access in the ERA through scholarly communication’ – is a consortium building a European research infrastructure supporting the dissemination of research publications in diverse languages (OPERAS, 2017). For OPERAS, the multilingualism of research communication in SSH is considered an added value and should not create a barrier to internationalisation “[…] the challenges for OPERAS are to support researchers that want to continue publishing in their own language and to develop transnational scientific cooperation at the same time. Thereof, the proposed intervention areas are: translation, multilanguage discovery tool and the endowment of national languages” (Leão et al., 2018). OPERAS works toward creating services to certify, find and activate research in SSH in a number of languages, however making those services fully operational will take time.

### 4. Metrics informing experts

In many evaluation contexts experts are informed with metrics, including for example number of peer-reviewed publications and citations, to support the assessment of the quantity and quality of research. Most frequently used information sources, often understood to represent the international excellence, are commercial databases Web of Science by Clarivate Analytics and Elsevier’s Scopus. The problem is that these databases, focusing on a selective subset of mainly international peer-reviewed English language journals, provide a very poor representation of scholarly literature in most SSH fields. They almost completely omit books, national journals and non-scholarly publications (Hicks, 2004). As Sivertsen (2016) points out, ‘coverage in a commercial indexing service should not be used as a criterion for research quality or an indicator of internationalization in the SSH’.

Kulczycki et al. (2020) show that, in particular, Web of Science and Scopus provide an impoverished picture of multilingualism. Web of Science and Scopus covered only 25.0% and 30.7%, respectively, of the 164,218 peer-reviewed journal articles produced in 2013–2015 by SSH researchers from seven European countries (Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Flanders [Belgium], Norway, Poland and Slovenia). Moreover, Web of Science and Scopus coverage was only 3.4% and 8.0% of the peer-reviewed articles published in local languages of these countries, and 10.6% and 17.4% of journal articles in other languages not including English.

The solution is to supply expert-evaluators with metrics derived from more comprehensive information sources covering publications in different languages and books, such as the institutional Current Research Information System (CRIS) or a national bibliographic database (van Leeuwen et al., 2016; Sile et al., 2018; Giménez-Toledo et al., 2019). More comprehensive lists of journals and book publishers have also been developed both at international (ERIH PLUS, 2014) and national level to identify peer-reviewed publication channels (Sivertsen, 2016, 2018; Giménez-Toledo et al., 2019). In using such lists in evaluation, however, it is important to remember the following recommendation of the DORA declaration (DORA, 2012):
'Do not use journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors, as a surrogate measure of the quality of individual research articles, to assess an individual scientist’s contributions, or in hiring, promotion, or funding decisions.'
The role of metrics in evaluation should be to support expert assessment based on research contents, not to ‘substitute for informed judgement’ (Hicks et al., 2015).

5. Translation of scholarly work

Another way of facilitating access to multilingual scholarly work is translation. Sapiro and Seiler-Juilleret remark that translation of scholarly work can also contribute to the quality of research by introducing another layer of reflexivity or a different cultural context (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016).

Obviously, translation has been a part of SSH for centuries. However, considering the present fast pace of knowledge production and communication, especially in English, scholarly translation faces new challenges. Research shows that its impact on knowledge dissemination and exchange is not balanced. “There are many more books translated from English than into English, whereas for all other languages the reverse holds true. About sixty percent of all book translations worldwide are made from English, while book translation into English represents two to three percent of the national book production in both the US and the UK, which is among the lowest translation rates in the world” (Heilbron et al., 2017). As a result, publications from other regions/languages do not circulate enough.

There is a number of issues to be resolved related to translation in the peer review process:

- What is the status of a work published in one language and then translated (into English or into another language) – which is the original, what if versions are different (and often when translating for another cultural context a publication has to be adapted); this poses a number of questions to reviewers;
- How will translations between languages other than English be considered in the evaluation – will international access to the work be ensured; how easy/difficult it will be to find reviewers with necessary knowledge of languages to be able to evaluate;
- Translation of scholarly work requires professionalism, however “translations are not recognized in academic curricula, apart in disciplines such as philosophy or ancient languages, and scholars seldom have translation experience” (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016).
- On the other hand, to ensure quality scholarly translation requires the knowledge of the field and should be done by fellow-scholars. It is also time consuming as in the SSH, most often monographs are translated. The question is whether a translation is considered and evaluated as a part of a researcher-translator professional track record.
- In case of evaluation of manuscripts or grant proposals, special funding is necessary to cover costs of translation, not to mention problems with finding a good professional translator.

OPERAS proposes for the purpose of reviewing a solution based on technology – automated translation for review: “Attention should be paid to the development of such translators, possibly as tool for ‘working translations’ which can facilitate (international) peer
reviews of manuscripts that are not written in English. In particular, this could be very helpful in order to have a referee on global content (using a working translation and not a publishing translation). In the case that the content proves to be valuable, this first referee could be combined with a second one directed not only to content but also to the quality of writing, thus keeping the possibility of publishing in the original language and not necessarily in English” (Leão et al., 2018). This solution combines advantages of less time- and effort-consuming automated translation with the expertise of a peer with knowledge of the language. It needs to be tested whether, especially in disciplines where the language and its precision is a key, this procedure ensures fair and equal assessment.

Both solutions – facilitating access to research outputs in diverse languages and supporting translations of scholarly works – are ways to enable better and fairer evaluation by peers. However, both are at an early stage of development, their progress will require substantial funding and time.

6. Internationalisation criteria and the question of language

Research funders, especially in STEM fields, consider international impact of funded research the most important consequence of provided funding and the main criterion of research quality. Internationalisation understood in a wider sense – as transnational collaboration combined with international dissemination and impact of research outputs – is often a priority in all types of evaluation: institutional evaluation, evaluations for promotion or for funding programmes. However, funders are not always clear what they understand under this term and what they want to achieve. To encourage internationalisation efficiently and to ensure fairness of the expert-based evaluation of the international character of research requires a clear definition of the notion of internationalisation and of its evaluation criteria. For example, Cappacioi notes that the internationalisation criterion has been the most problematic in ANVUR institutional evaluation in Italy in 2004-2010 (Capaccioni & Spina, 2018).

The definition of internationalisation and criteria for its evaluation are usually closely related to the language of scholarly communication as international impact is understood as publishing in international journals which in turn is equalled with journals published in English. However, considering publications in English as international by default may be misleading as not all journals published in English are truly international, they may be internal to an English-speaking country like US or UK. On the other hand, in some SSH disciplines journals in other languages (e.g. French, German, Italian, Russian) may be the most relevant international communication channels. Sivertsen recommends developing more nuanced criteria of research quality which will do justice to the role, audiences and type of publication (Sivertsen, 2016). Cappacioi proposes to understand internationalisation “as the ability of disciplinary sectors to have a dialogue with the world of international research.” He makes suggestions for developing ways to measure this criterion or more precisely to establish a ranking of international impact (Capaccioni & Spina, 2018).

Unclear or vague evaluation criteria can be wrongly applied by reviewers and could lead to unexpected or adverse effects as research communities usually quickly adapt to evaluation expectations. For example, prioritising international collaborations and English as the language of knowledge communication can lead to devaluation of publications in national
languages and the reluctance or even inability of researchers to write scholarly work in their national language (Sapiro & Seiler-Juilleret, 2016).

7. Selection of Peer Reviewers

Finding appropriate experts is one of the basic challenges of peer review in general. Multilingual evaluation creates an additional level of difficulty in this respect requiring experts who can evaluate in several languages and in respective cultural contexts. It should be assumed that, as a basic requirement, any multilingual evaluation requires sufficient knowledge of English from peers to participate in the exercise as in a multicultural context proceeding will most probably be in English. Also, some part of publications (or grant proposals in case of transnational/multi-country funding competitions) will be in English. When the evaluation covers research in another language it is advisable that at least some experts have at least passive knowledge of this language. Ideally the command of language should go hand in hand with the familiarity with the cultural context of research under evaluation (European Science Foundation [ESF], 2015; Deem, 2016).

The paradox of this situation is that when identifying and selecting peer reviewers with the expertise in research in another language and culture one has to take into consideration their possible familiarity with the research community of the country and thus possible conflicts of interest. “It was an explicit recommendation of the FCT and ESF to avoid any bias for or against the focus on Portuguese culture and its specificities, relevant especially in humanities and social sciences. This created an additional challenge for Panel 6 (Humanities) to appoint an expert with knowledge of Lusophone studies who at the same time has no recent connections or collaborations in Portugal. This was solved by appointing specialists in comparative literature and translation studies who ensured knowledge and understanding of national languages and cultures and their study, but this added another layer of difficulty (ESF, 2015; see also Deem, 2016).

Peer review in a multilingual context requires more time and resources than an exercise in one language be it English or another one. There are still not enough studies on practices in this area.

Conclusions

After a period of uncontested and increasing dominance of English in research considered a condition sine qua non of internationalisation, multilingualism is now gaining recognition. There is a growing number of initiatives which research and promote multilingualism in the academia, especially in SSH so that pioneering ERIH (started in 2008, now ERIH PLUS, 2014) is now followed by projects like INTERCO-SSH (2013), OPERAS (2017) and the Helsinki Initiative (2019). Each of the projects has a different main focus: when ERIH PLUS (European Reference Index for the Humanities and Social Sciences) started as a journal index, INTERCO-SSH (International Collaboration in the SSH) was a research and policy project, OPERAS (Open Access in the ERA through scholarly communication) aims at creating a research infrastructure with a number of functions and the Helsinki Initiative (Helsinki Initiative on Multilingualism in Scholarly Communication) is a campaign aiming at influencing research institutions and policy makers but also individual researchers. Their common goal is to create better and fairer conditions for the use of a variety of languages in research. They also all note that there is a direct relation between language of research
communication and research collaboration as well as peer review and evaluation in general. However, the awareness of this situation among researchers and research policy makers is still not sufficient. As long as the language issue is not well identified – “invisible” as says Sivertsen (2018) –, the consequences of the dominance of English vs multilingualism cannot be properly analysed and addressed. This is probably why, when there is substantial research regarding diverse aspects of internationalisation including research on the growing role of English, research on practices of peer review in multilingual contexts is scarce.

To improve the situation of peer review in multilingual contexts, there is more research needed on:

- Practice of peer review in English-dominated and multilingual environments: what elements of the peer review process are relevant and how they influence the evaluation;
- Dissemination of and access to research outputs in a diversity of languages: how diversity influences peer review outcomes and how peer review in multilingual contexts can be improved;
- Research quality in a multilingual, multicultural context: how to evaluate it;
- Evaluation criteria and corresponding indicators in an international context: are they fair to research in languages other than English;
- Evaluation experts: how to select, prepare and support them.
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PART III: Guidelines, Procedures and Formal Criteria Versus their Practical Application

Review of guidelines and recommendations for evaluation

By Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman

Introduction

In the research community, peer review continues to be a generally accepted evaluation tool. For SSH, it is even the preferred tool as the use of bibliometrics and quantitative indicators is considered less suitable. But peer review is also criticised for several shortcomings, such as subjectivity, risks of several biases and, regarding SSH, for being based on STEM practices, simply because studies of science focused on STEM disciplines and more research about their practices is available (manuscript peer review focuses on journal articles; notion of internationality is based on English language; language and types of documents that can be submitted in grant peer reviews are often limited).

This chapter reviews guidelines, recommendations and reports on peer review with a special focus on SSH. The aim of this chapter is twofold: to identify conceptual issues related to peer review in SSH and to describe their practical implications. The review is based on a selection of documents (see references with an asterisk in the list of references) developed and circulating internationally as, on the one hand, they express more widely shared opinions and positions than guidelines applied only in one country and, on the other hand, their dissemination and impact is transnational. All but two documents cover peer review regardless of research domains, however, the focus of our analysis is on SSH. The documents refer to the application of peer review in diverse evaluation situations – institutions’ past performance and future strategies, evaluation of disciplines, individual careers, research outputs and applications for project funding. Some documents focus specifically on peer review, some cover the wider evaluation process of which peer review is only one part. Only documents published in 2010 or later were considered.

The significance of peer review practice in shaping research domains – its influence on individual careers, research communication, research funding and institutional development – calls for constant efforts toward its improvement. The documents under consideration respond to these expectations aiming to improve the process and to assist research policy makers, funders, publishers and reviewers themselves in performing their task. In this chapter we used as a starting point the guidelines and recommendations which are described in more detail by Capaccioni and Spina (2018). We then expand the analysis using a broader range of documents and structuring our analysis according to several issues raised in them: evaluation of research quality; research modalities; fairness, transparency and objectivity; ethics and integrity; professionalisation of peer review; costs and time.

Evaluation of research quality

The main concern for the majority of guidelines and recommendations is the ability of peer review to perform effectively the evaluation of research quality, the identification of research which is excellent and relevant. The European peer review guide includes the task of identifying excellence in research among its seven core principles of peer review.
The understanding of quality and its definition as well as criteria which should be used to evaluate it are considered a major issue in the evaluation process and are addressed in several documents (Académie des Sciences, Leopoldina, Royal Society, 2017; Bonaccorsi, 2018; ESF, 2011; European Science Foundation [ESF], 2015; Wissenschaftsrat, 2010). It is obviously not a simple task to formulate a limited number of criteria covering major aspects of scientific work and, moreover, to phrase them in such a way as to receive relevant and comparable assessments. Most often the criteria include relevance (or significance) measured by citations and sometimes also patents or industrial or economic implementation; originality (or innovation) understood as new experimental, factual or methodological findings; (methodological) rigour or clarity understood as correct application of methods; more recently also societal impact interpreted initially as economic, financial gain. In some cases, an additional criterion is internationality understood as publishing in English and/or participating in international projects is also evaluated.

When peer review is applied to evaluation of individuals e.g. for jobs, promotion or as applicants for grants or in institutional evaluation the use of bibliometric and quantitative indicators by peers as supporting information is normally accepted for STEM disciplines although it is often accompanied by warnings against its possible over- or misuse and finding an appropriate balance between qualitative and quantitative criteria is considered a challenge (Bonaccorsi, 2018; ESF, 2015; Institut de France, 2011; Institut de France, 2014; Wissenschaftsrat, 2010).

This approach to peer review poses a problem to the SSH community which is especially cautious in the use of quantitative indicators and has more nuanced understanding of the notion of quality. In the view of the specificity of SSH perspective, the Volkswagen Foundation issued a document *What is Intellectual Quality in the Humanities? Some Guidelines* (Volkswagen Foundation, 2014). The guidelines define seven criteria which are recommended to help evaluate quality in humanities research: scholarly solidity; intellectual significance; critical stance; perspectival suppleness; originality; personal voice; and relevance. Although the set includes the same general terms ‘significance’, ‘originality’ and ‘relevance’ as other guidelines, the context of four additional terms and accompanying explanations gives them an SSH-specific meaning. A good example is ‘intellectual significance’:

“Intellectual significance: Is the problem significant and can the researcher explain why, preferably in terms that make sense also to scholars outside that specialty? Novelty is neither necessary nor sufficient to prove significance: some significant research returns to problems that have preoccupied scholars in a discipline since its inception; novelty for its own sake degenerates into eccentricity. There are many possible dimensions of significance, but almost all of them point beyond the problem at hand: a truly significant problem promises insights that others can build on, the more broadly the better. In some fields, the others in question may be the general public as well as other scholars. Because of both their subject matter and their interpretative standpoint, the humanities can and do change minds about meaning and values (e.g. in works of history, theater [sic] productions, or museum exhibitions).” (Volkswagen Foundation, 2014, p. 2).

This elaborated description gives the criterion of significance a very different meaning than that usually adopted in STEM.
Research modalities

Substantial attention is given in guidelines and recommendations to challenges posed by a group of criteria which have been recently more and more in use: interdisciplinarity, internationalisation and societal impact. It is felt that they are not intrinsic to research but refer rather to modalities of performing research (Ochsner et al., 2013).

It is pointed out in several cases that these criteria are not clearly defined for the purpose of a given evaluation and it is not always stated how they should be applied. In some evaluation protocols, information is lacking whether a given criterion should be directly applied, whether, for example, interdisciplinary research should be valued higher than research equally good in other respects but lacking interdisciplinary character. It is stressed that evaluation organisers should be clear what they want to achieve with these criteria and apply an appropriate procedure (ESF, 2011; ESF, 2015; European Research Council [ERC], 2019; Hornung et al., 2016; House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011).

For example, in case of interdisciplinary research, the situation is clear whenever separate panels with separate budgets are established for proposals claiming interdisciplinarity, but the task of the panel may be less well defined if interdisciplinarity is one of the additional criteria, but no specific score is attributed to it. The case of ERC is interesting as interdisciplinarity is a part of its definition of excellence and is encouraged from the beginning. However, the peer review procedure of interdisciplinary proposals changed after 2011 from having separate panels and funding for interdisciplinary projects to evaluation by regular panels (Science Europe, 2019, p. 12); this is called “mainstreaming of interdisciplinarity” (ERC, 2019, p. 6).

The application of the criterion of internationalisation shows specificities of SSH research. In STEM disciplines, it is widely accepted that publishing outputs in international channels, that is in English, is a sign of quality of research. This is, however, not that evident for research in social sciences and humanities where understanding the internationality criterion as equal with “publishing in English” can lead to unintended consequences especially when combined with other factors. In case of the evaluation of Portuguese research units (ESF, 2015), the combination of exclusively international panel membership and a significant part of research outputs published in Portuguese language led to certain tensions in social sciences and humanities panels (Deem, 2016; ESF, 2015, pp. 25–26).

In case of these criteria, the question of selecting appropriate peers who will have individually or as a panel all necessary expertise to be able to judge them is raised (ESF, 2011; ESF, 2015; Science Europe, 2019).

The criterion of societal impact is still quite new and its position and role in the evaluation varies from country to country and from evaluation to evaluation. In the recommendations for a comparative evaluation of the humanities disciplines, the German Wissenschaftsrat indicated that this criterion, which is one of three main evaluation criteria, is difficult to operationalise and should be applied with caution (Wissenschaftsrat, 2010). It is not at the centre of consideration in any other of the documents.

Fairness, transparency and objectivity

Taking into consideration the role and significance of peer review in the evaluation process, the issues of fairness, transparency and objectivity of peer review and related ethical and
integrity concerns have become crucial. They are addressed in all documents, albeit the focus is different.

There is a number of recommendations regarding procedural and technical solutions. It is suggested that standardising procedures and forms (documentation) improves the quality of peer assessments (ESF, 2011, p.36). Also, ex-ante and/or ex-post publication of procedures, rules, criteria and documentation contributes to transparency (ERC, 2019; ESF, 2015; Hornung et al., 2016; Research Information Network [RIN], 2015; Wissenschaftsrat, 2010). Sometimes, monitoring and control of peer review processes is recommended; this may include monitoring of panel work by independent observers (European Research Council [ERC], 2017, p. 12) or, more often, strict guidelines for and the assessment of written reviews (Bonaccorsi, 2018, p. 89; ERC, 2017, p. 11; ERC, 2019, p. 7; ESF, 2011, p. 36; ESF, 2015, p. 10; RIN, 2015, p. 3).

An interesting challenge to achieving fairness specific for SSH is what Bonaccorsi calls “The Issue of Epistemic Pluralism” or in other words concurrent existence of different schools of thought which may directly influence peers’ opinions. He describes a number of practical solutions proposed by different disciplinary panels. He concludes that the approach taken by ANVUR that is rotation of panels and panel members and publication of the names of referees’ ex-post has been considered by the research community as appropriate (Bonaccorsi, 2018, p. 89–95; see also for the German Forschungs rat: Hornung et al., 2016).

Another way to make the process more open and to enable interaction between applicants and evaluators is creating a possibility of response to review or so-called rebuttal and providing systematic feedback to applicants in form of evaluation reports (ERC, 2019; ESF, 2011; ESF, 2015).

In case of reviewing of journal articles, introducing more openness in the process, e.g. open review procedures supported by new technologies, is recommended to ensure transparency and fairness (Research Information Network [RIN], 2010, p. 13; House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011, p. 67).

Ethics and integrity

A lot of attention is recently paid to issues of ethics and integrity, which are perceived as key in ensuring trust in peer review and also in its quality and reliability. Thus, procedures to identify and eliminate conflicts of interest as well as ensuring the integrity of peers are central to analysed guidelines and recommendations (Académie des Sciences, Leopoldina, Royal Society, 2017; ESF, 2011; ESF, 2015; Institut de France, 2011). In addition to the general framework and a number of procedural recommendations, major funding organisations develop detailed instructions regarding ethical behaviour and the identification of conflicts of interest and require signing of quite detailed Codes of Conduct and Conflict of Interest declarations (ESF, 2011, p. 13–15; ESF, 2015, p. 25; ERC, 2017, pp. 31–35; ERC, 2019, pp. 15–19).

There are also organisational ways helping to avoid unfairness or bias e.g. already mentioned periodical rotation of evaluators (Académie des Sciences, Leopoldina, Royal Society, 2017, p. 3; Bonaccorsi, 2018, p. 89–95; ESF, 2011, p. 25).
Professionalisation of review process

One way to improve peer review and to address the challenges is increasing professionalism of reviewers and of the whole process. Together with the introduction of standardised procedures and forms, the professionalisation should help to achieve objective and comparable reviews. Practically all funders relying on review panels, but also publishers and other institutions performing evaluations, are therefore recommending providing systematic briefings, guidelines, training sessions, workshops and webinars for (future) evaluators (ERC, 2017, p. 15; ESF, 2011, p. 19, p. 24; ESF, 2015, p. 28; House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011, p. 118; RIN, 2010, p. 9). Also technologically supported processes (on-line forms etc.) standardise and professionalise the peer review work (ESF, 2011; ESF, 2015, p. 28).

Costs and time

Peer review has been often criticised for being time-consuming both for administrative staff and for evaluators, who are usually also researchers, and thus generating high costs and delays in research performance and this also an important consideration in the guidelines (Académie des Sciences, Leopoldina, Royal Society, 2017; ESF, 2011; Hornung et al., 2016; House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011; Institut de France, 2011; RIN, 2010, 2015).

A related challenge for peer review organisers is the recruitment of appropriate reviewers and the phenomenon of reviewer fatigue. These issues have been addressed in the analysed documentation by specific practical recommendations, progressively implemented. The main recommendations aiming at improving efficiency are:

- To limit evaluation by peers only to necessary instances and to adapt its complexity to the purpose and object of evaluation (Académie des Sciences, Leopoldina, Royal Society, 2017; ESF, 2011, p. 13; RIN, 2010, p. 12; Wissenschaftsrat, 2010, p. 24; or to introduce innovations simplifying the process (House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011, p. 88).

- To limit the length and contents of applications for funding, jobs but also in institutional evaluation e.g. to limit the number of pages, to limit the number of publications per researchers or institution (Académie des Sciences, Leopoldina, Royal Society, 2017; ESF, 2015, p. 29; Wissenschaftsrat, 2010, p. 26).

- To provide more administrative support for reviewers simplifying their tasks and saving their time mainly through different forms of guidance, briefing and training but also through support staff and technological solutions. ERC, 2017; ERC, 2019, p. 10; ESF, 2011, p. 27; ESF, 2015, p. 12; House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011, p. 118; RIN, 2015, p. 3, 23).

- To widen the pool of researchers from which reviewers are recruited searching for new untapped groups like “non-European experts” and “experts from emerging regions” (ESF, 2011, p. 24), “those from countries which are not traditional scientific leaders” and early-career researchers (House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, 2011, p. 44). In the Research Information Network report Scholarly communication and peer review, the authors note growing interest among editors and publishers, however mainly from STEM disciplines, in platforms promoting...
and supporting peer review but also facilitating search for new referees like Publons (RIN, 2015, p. 24).

The issue of reward and remuneration of peer review work in view of pressures on researchers has been widely discussed and pros and cons are considered (ESF, 2011; RIN, 2015). Proposals range from scholarly credit and recognition to remuneration, depending on the time and effort involved. The European peer review guide points out to differences between funding agencies in this area: “Some organisations pay their reviewers (both external and panel) to conduct assessments while others do not” (ESF, 2011, p. 27). The Research Information Network report Scholarly communication and peer review describes practices – other than remuneration – of incentivising researchers to undertake journal reviewing, mainly focusing on recognition not only of quantity but also quality of their work (RIN, 2015, p. 23)

Conclusions

In most cases, the analysed documentation refers to evaluation covering all research domains. It shows that not only concepts of evaluation and peer review in research, but also new ideas and developments, come mainly from STEM disciplines whereas the SSH disciplines have been involved in shaping them only with a delay. Consequently, many aspects of peer review still need adaptation to specific characteristics and requirements of research in the SSH. Therefore, the SSH community needs to develop its own research on and practice of peer review.

Studies included in this report address a number of issues related to the practical application of peer review in SSH disciplines. They show that there is a need for a detailed and systematic research on how peer review is understood and implemented in the SSH context, to identify weak points, distortions of the process and necessary improvements to create protocols adapted to SSH specificities. To achieve this, systematic observation of peer review practices in different countries and different evaluation contexts is a necessary next step.
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Ambiguity in identification of scholarly peer-reviewed publications

By Janne Pölönen, Tim C. E. Engels & Raf Guns

It is almost impossible to imagine a research evaluation or funding procedure that would not take into consideration publications, in which researchers seek to demonstrate new findings and applications of their research to other experts in the field. Pre-publication peer review originates from the sciences, where it has been established as a precondition of contributions to scientific knowledge (Baldwin, 2018), and is common also in the social sciences and humanities (SSH). As Sivertsen and Larsen (2012) point out, “it has become generally accepted in the SSH during the last decades that publications presenting new results from research should be peer reviewed”. Nowadays, the distinction between peer-reviewed scholarly publications and those intended for disseminating knowledge beyond academia plays a role in most expert and metrics-based evaluation and funding systems. In this chapter, we present and discuss problems related to identification of peer-reviewed outputs, and the possible implications for research evaluation and funding systems. The current research literature and examples mostly concern university funding and evaluation systems in the Western and Northern European countries, with a specific focus on Belgium and Finland. However, the issues are by no means limited to just these geographic or evaluation contexts.

When peer review is employed as baseline criterion for research outputs to be considered, for example, in a performance-based research funding system (PRFS) or research evaluation process, it is important to recognize that peer review practices differ across fields, and across journal, conference and book publishing (British Academy, 2007; Verleysen & Engels, 2013). Differences may concern the number of referees (one or more), their degree of anonymity vis-à-vis the authors (double-blind, single-blind or open identity), and their relation to the publication channel (editors, editorial board, reading committee, or external). Researchers used to journal peer review in their field may find it difficult to recognize peer review as practiced in journals of another field, or in book publications. While perhaps most researchers identify peer-reviewed publications as those that have actually undergone a certain type of recognizable review process before publication, some may still consider that any substantive contribution to knowledge merits to count as “peer-reviewed” output, whether or not the procedure behind the publication technically counts as peer-review. In all, a certain degree of ambiguity is present when deciding whether a publication channel applies peer review or whether a specific article, chapter or book has undergone pre-publication peer review (Csiszar, 2017; Dahler-Larsen, 2019).

The starting point of the identification of peer-reviewed publications usually is whether the publication channel (e.g. a journal, or a book series or a publisher) has a distinct procedure in place for applying pre-publication peer review. Several European PRFSs rely on the indexation of journals in Web of Science or Scopus as evidence of peer review (Zacharewicz et al., 2018). Other PRFSs, however, also include outputs from publication channels that are not indexed in the major international citation databases, in order to take into account book publications and journal output in a variety of languages. This is the case, for example, in Denmark, Finland, Flanders (Belgium) and Norway, where panels of experts in the field determine the peer review status of journals and book publishers (Sivertsen, 2017, 2018; Aagaard, 2018; Pölönen, 2018; Engels & Guns, 2018). Several studies point
out that even experts in the field may disagree whether a given journal (Nederhof & Zwaan, 1991; Burnhill & Tubby-Hille, 2003; Verleysen & Engels, 2015) or book publisher (Verleysen et al., 2014; Mañana-Rodríguez & Pölönen, 2018) applies peer review and is scholarly or not. Our analysis shows that 9.5% of the 4505 SSH journals/series included in the national authority lists supporting PRFSs in Finland and Flanders have been evaluated differently by experts as being peer-reviewed or not (Pölönen et al., 2017; Pölönen et al., 2020).

Another source of ambiguity in identifying peer-reviewed outputs is that many journal issues and edited volumes that apply peer review also include items that are not peer-reviewed. Editorials, opinions, comments, discussions, book reviews, and abstracts are typical examples. Moreover, book publishers of peer-reviewed monographs and edited volumes often also publish textbooks, *libri amicorum*, and other types of books that mostly do not undergo peer review. If a PRFS or an evaluation procedure is based on comparison of peer-reviewed outputs, a mechanism ought to be in place for separating them from non-peer-reviewed articles and books. It is an open question, and one dependent on the context and aim of evaluation, how to take non-peer-reviewed outputs into consideration. Most PRFSs, for example, exclude non-peer-reviewed outputs. In the Finnish PRFS they are taken into account with lesser weight than peer-reviewed outputs in channels approved by expert-panels. In evaluation procedures, however, non-peer-reviewed outputs are often taken into account because (among other reasons) they illustrate activity beyond that which is relevant for peers only.

Instead of authority lists of peer-reviewed journals and book publishers, PRFSs and evaluation systems may also rely on researchers’ self-reports to determine the peer review status of outputs. Given the ambiguity present in identification of peer-reviewed publication channels, the presence of also non-peer-reviewed outputs in such channels, as well as differences in pre-publication peer review practices across fields and publications types, it is not surprising that identification of peer-reviewed outputs based on self-reports also suffer from a certain degree of ambiguity. Research has indicated this in some evaluation contexts, such as the Dutch research evaluation system (Kaltenbrunner & de Rijcke, 2016), and the Swedish universities internal evaluation models (Hammarfelt et al., 2016). Our analysis of 3,596 SSH outputs published in 2011–2015 with authors from more than one Finnish university shows that in 8% of the cases, co-authors of the same article or monograph differed in their assessment of whether it is peer-reviewed or not. The Finnish PRFS relies on both authority list of publication channels and self-reports to determine the value of outputs to universities in terms of annual core-funding, so it has been possible for us also to compare these two methods. Our analysis shows that 16% of 32,427 self-reported peer-reviewed SSH outputs were published in channels that have not been approved to be peer-reviewed by the experts. Overall, the grey zone of peer review appears to be larger in the humanities than the social sciences, and more common among book publications than journal articles and in the national than other language publications. (Pölönen et al. 2017; Pölönen et al., 2020).

Ambiguity in identification of peer-reviewed publications has implications for the PRFS and research evaluation criteria, the publication information systems supporting them, as well as individual researchers. The distinction between peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed outputs, and those addressing scholarly and non-scholarly audiences, is not always
clear-cut, especially in the SSH. PRFSs typically define peer review technically, focusing on the existence of a recognizable pre-publication procedure. This definition, based on self-reporting or authority lists, may not encompass all outputs valued by the researchers themselves as original knowledge contributions. From the PRFS perspective, this may not be a problem, as institutional core funding is based on the entire output of universities. In a research evaluation procedure, however, – especially at individual level – it can be of great consequence if a valued research output is not recognized because of the technical PRFS criteria. Also, the information systems supporting the PRFS with publication data often employ the PRFS criteria for peer-reviewed outputs. If these information systems are needed to support wider evaluation and communication purposes, they should be sufficiently inclusive, flexible and structured to include all outputs that researchers consider relevant contributions to research and dissemination, even if they may not be taken into account in the PRFS. The ambiguity in identifying peer-reviewed publications concerns also the self-reported lists of publications, by which individual researchers typically present their research output to various evaluations. This also has research integrity implications, as “misrepresenting research achievements” is one of the unacceptable practices indicated in The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity (All European Academies [ALLEA], 2017).
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Place, role, form and significance of peer review in National Research Evaluation Systems

By Michael Ochsner

National Research Evaluation

During the last decades, due to a shift to new public management policies and increasing pressure on efficiency and accountability, most universities have implemented comprehensive research evaluation procedures (Geuna & Martin, 2003; Whitley & Gläser, 2007). Also, on the national level, the importance of competitive project funding has been increasing since the 1970 and is still rising in most countries (Lepori et al., 2007; Lepori et al., 2018). While there is some discussion whether there is convergence or persisting diversity regarding research evaluation procedures in different countries (Lepori et al., 2007), it is known that research evaluation differs between countries. Several typologies have been proposed to describe or systematise research evaluation procedures across countries (Coryn et al., 2007; Geuna & Martin, 2001, 2003; Hicks, 2012; Jonkers & Zacharewicz, 2016; von Tunzelmann & Mbula, 2003; Whitley, 2007). Yet, the typologies have some drawbacks: they only focus on some aspects, like financing or performance-based funding, include only a few countries for which data is available or exclude the SSH. ENRESSH therefore set out to investigate how research is evaluated in Europe with a special focus on SSH and from the perspective of the researchers. The four-year mixed-methods project consists of a multistage procedure to investigate the evaluation of SSH research in the participating countries (for a description of the procedure, see Galleron et al., 2017). The first phase consisted of a two-round Delphi survey among experts in research evaluation. Its aim was to gain an overview of commonalities and differences in research evaluation across countries as well as to get a common understanding of terms and definitions when studying evaluation procedures. Its product was a typology of national research evaluation systems. The second phase adopted a qualitative approach. Drawing on the results of the first phase, different types of evaluation procedures and a common grid of features of such evaluation procedures were identified and country rapporteurs filed a report on the national evaluation system in their country, i.e. the country-specific combination of the different types of evaluation procedures. The second phase is still ongoing. The results from the work accomplished so far show that there is no such thing as “national research evaluation”: There is neither one single or one dominant research evaluation procedure in place per country nor a coherent set of combined procedures but rather a complex combination of many evaluation procedures with different aims, objects, scope and governing bodies. Thus, each country has its own complex national research evaluation system. Evaluation procedures not only differ widely across countries, it is even not always clear to distinguish different procedures because outcomes of one procedure can be used for another, leading to difficulties comparing evaluation practices across countries. Furthermore, even experts disagree about how research is evaluated in their countries (see Galleron et al., 2017), for example because formal definitions of a procedure might differ from actual implementation. Sometimes research evaluation systems evolved over time adding and changing procedures without relating them to each other, sometimes different evaluation procedures are combined by
design so that one procedure remediates negative steering effects of another procedure (Ochsner et al., 2018).

The ENRESSH project identified five “ideal types” of research evaluation systems (see Figure 1): “no national database, non-SSH” representing countries without a national publication database, having mainly non-metric evaluation procedures in place and do not have

---

7 The term “ideal type” is used in the Weberian sense (Weber 1904/1949): ideal types serve to systematize differences in evaluation procedures. They are not real but abstract representations of the phenomena to describe. Real evaluation systems can share characteristics of multiple ideal types.
SSH-specific adaptations; “non-metric, SSH-specific” characterised by not having a publication database, not basing evaluation on metrics, not incentivising publications in English, and having dedicated funding programs for SSH disciplines; “performance-based funding, non-metric” consisting of a performance-based funding model (PRFS) that allows for SSH-specific adaptations and is based on metrics derived from a national publication database where the funding link is either established through informed peer review or the metric performance-based funding model is combined with an evaluation procedure based on peer review to counter-balance the metric nature of the PRFS; “performance-based funding, metric” representing PRFS based on a national database and a metric evaluation that allows for SSH adaptations, not incentivising publications in English; and “metric, push for English” characterised by metric evaluations based on a national publication database linked to funding and not allowing SSH adaptations while incentivising publications in English. Note that countries within the same type do not completely correspond with the ideal type and can be dissimilar to each other on some dimensions. Figure 1 shows the map of national research evaluation systems based on a multiple correspondence analysis using eight variables describing research evaluation procedures (for details of the methodology, see Ochsner et al., 2018). Countries thereby cluster regionally, suggesting that historical and political structures play a role. Furthermore, it is also remarkable that research-intensive countries rely less on metric models but rather adhere to adaptive designs while other countries try to increase their position in the international ranking game by adopting metric models that favour publications in English (Ochsner et al., 2018). Similar results emerged from another ENRESSH project that investigated the role of books in evaluation procedures (Giménez-Toledo et al., 2019).

Peer review in national evaluation systems

Peer review is an important method in the evaluation of research. In the above-mentioned survey on research evaluation in the different ENGRESSH countries, experts from most countries report that aspects of peer review are in place in the evaluation system. Some countries like Switzerland, Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, Serbia and Ireland base their evaluation on peer review. However, also countries known for their metric performance-based funding scheme like Norway might have another evaluation procedure in place that relies on peer review. At the same time, even metric-based systems can include an aspect of peer review: taking up the example of Norway again, the metric performance-based funding model includes a scheme of publication classification that consists of two levels. The decision which publication channel is considered as the most prestigious level (the so-called level 2) is taken by experts in the field. This vital component in the scheme thus represents a form of peer review. Similarly, journal and publisher lists can be developed based on judgements of the scholarly community (Giménez-Toledo, 2016; Giménez-Toledo et al., 2019). While in these cases the works are not directly judged by experts, the experts nevertheless judge the publication channel.

Almost all countries have a competitive project funding scheme implemented (for the increasing share of government funds distributed through competitive project funding, see Lepori et al., 2007; Lepori et al., 2018). The submitted research projects are in all instances evaluated by experts.
Thus, peer review takes an important part in many evaluation procedures of national research evaluation systems. The role, form, and significance of peer review in the evaluation procedure, however, can differ strongly, even within the same country across different evaluation procedures. Thereby, the role, form and significance of peer review are mostly independent from the type of evaluation procedure that can differ regarding purpose (formative versus summative), perspective (ex-ante versus ex-post) and level (publication, project, scholar, research unit, institution, discipline in a country).

The following roles of peer review in evaluation procedures can be distinguished: Peer review as the primary method of evaluation; peer review grading as part of a set of indicators; and peer review for assigning levels of publication channels or number of points for publication types.

Peer review can take the following forms in evaluation procedures: peer review in panels; independent reviews informing a committee; informed peer review in panels (reviewers can make use of metric information); experts judging metrics such as CVs, objectives or citation data; expert ratings through surveys (e.g. for journal lists); or discussions between experts and the evaluated. Evaluation procedures can also use a combination of different forms of peer review.

The significance of the peer review element in an evaluation procedure ranges almost gradually from deciding how many points are assigned to one single output in an evaluation to deciding over a career or project. Thereby peer review can be used to discuss weaknesses and strengths for the positioning and further development of a candidate or a department in formative evaluation procedures just as well as it can be used to distribute funding or taking decisions over a career by attributing or refusing promotion.

This short overview shows that peer review is a complex phenomenon that differs between contexts. It takes an important function whatever role, form and significance it has as even metric procedures base their insights on peer review: it is peer review that decides whether an output is published in a specific journal, peers decide which channels are more prestigious ones or research is directly evaluated by some form of peer review. While peer review is often criticised, it is impossible to evaluate research without any peer judgement – and it is difficult to imagine a useful outcome of an evaluation without any peer influence. Thus, it is important to understand that also metric procedures are only superficially objective and themselves dependent on peer review (see also Donovan, 2007). Instead of investing in metric evaluation to replace peer review or to avoid its negative aspects, efforts should focus on a better understanding of how peer review works and how to combine peer review and metrics instead of playing them off against each other. More research is needed on the roles, forms and significance of peer review in different evaluation procedures within and across countries and on how to improve peer review regarding the issues that have been identified, such as subjectivism, potential biases, mainstreaming and penalising interdisciplinary research. Metric procedures can take a role in improving the peer review process but not replace it (see also Donovan, 2007; Reale et al., 2018).
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Practices of peer review in the SSH I: A systematic review of peer review criteria

By Sven E. Hug, Marek Holowiecki, Lai Ma, Mirjam Aeschbach & Michael Ochsner

Introduction

Criteria are an essential component of any procedure for judging merit. This is widely acknowledged in the literature on peer review. Yet pertinent literature reviews and compendia do not mention or only briefly discuss peer review criteria. To address this research gap, a systematic review of studies on peer review criteria has been conducted. The review focused on the most fundamental question in any evaluation: what criteria are employed in the evaluation? The systematic review was restricted to the two most common forms of peer review: the assessment of manuscripts submitted to journals and the assessment of grant applications. The objectives of the review were (a) to identify studies that develop or derive criteria inductively,8 (b) to determine how many of these studies focus on the social sciences and humanities, and (c) to provide a taxonomy of criteria. In the following, preliminary findings on objectives (a) and (b) will be reported. Methodological details and final results will be published in scholarly journals (Hug & Aeschbach, 2019; Hug et al., in preparation).

Preliminary findings

Twelve studies on grant review criteria and twice as many on manuscript review criteria were identified (see Table 1). While the first inductive study on manuscript criteria (i.e. Bonjean & Hullum, 1978) dates back to the time when modern peer review emerged (see Baldwin, 2017, 2018; Moxham & Fyfe, 2018), the first study on funding criteria was only carried out in the 1990s (i.e. Hartmann, 1990). Most studies have examined criteria in the medical and health sciences and the social sciences. Studies on other fields are scarce and there are no studies on manuscript criteria in the natural sciences and in engineering and technology. A possible explanation for the latter could be the fact that all studies on manuscript criteria were done by “insiders” (i.e. researchers examined the criteria employed in a journal of their own field). Since qualitative-inductive approaches are not in the (standard) repertoire of researchers in the natural sciences and in engineering and technology, it is unlikely that criteria are inductively studied in these fields. The systematic review showed that manuscript criteria are mainly examined with data from actual reviews and comments. In contrast, data collection methods such as interviews, surveys and the Delphi method are as important as actual reviews in studies on grant criteria.

8 While an inductive approach generates criteria from empirical data, a deductive approach employs theoretically determined or otherwise predefined criteria. The very first studies on peer review criteria employed a deductive approach (e.g. Chase, 1970; Frantz, 1968). The systematic review, however, did not focus on theoretically derived or otherwise predefined criteria but on inductively and empirically established criteria, which were, for example, based on quality conceptions of scholars or on actual comments of reviewers.
Table 1. Characteristics of studies that develop or derive peer review criteria inductively (preliminary data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies on manuscript review criteria</th>
<th>Studies on grant review criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of studies included in the review</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication year of studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First study</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest study</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies analysing criteria in the Natural sciences</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and technology</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical and health sciences</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural sciences</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social sciences</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Interview, survey, Delphi method, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual reviews and comments</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of criteria per study</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies on manuscript criteria on average report more criteria than studies on grant criteria (44 and 26, respectively). In particular, while the study that reports the most grant criteria (Pollitt et al., 1996) lists 66 criteria, there are six studies on manuscripts that list more criteria. For example, Campion (1993) lists no less than 223 criteria for reviewing research articles in applied psychology. A possible reason for this difference could be the strong improvement focus of the manuscript review process, which could promote more detailed comments of reviewers or prompt authors of studies on manuscript criteria to perform more fine-grained analyses. If, however, one ignores the studies that report a large number of criteria (i.e. those larger than the median), a similar pattern emerges: 50% of the manuscript and grant studies report 8 to 19 and 7 to 21 criteria, respectively.

Preliminary conclusions

Although there are tens of thousands of publications on peer review (see Batagelj et al., 2017) and although criteria are an essential component of any evaluation process, there are only very few studies that focus on criteria peers actually use or prefer. In particular, 24 inductive studies on manuscript review criteria and 12 inductive studies on grant review criteria were identified in the systematic review. With respect to research fields, the systematic review showed that most studies analysed criteria in the medical and health sciences and in the social sciences. These findings suggest that there is a need for more studies on peer review criteria in general and more studies on the natural sciences and humanities in particular. In addition, future studies should develop a comparative perspective to improve the understanding of the commonalities and peculiarities of the evaluation cultures of different fields and disciplines. From a practical standpoint, studies on peer review
criteria are relevant as they contribute to increasing the transparency of peer review processes and they support early career researchers in learning the basics of peer assessment.
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Practices of peer review in the SSH II: Peer review and other manuscript selection processes for books in the SSH

By Elea Giménez-Toledo & Jorge Mañana-Rodríguez

Introduction

The relevance of books in the communication of research results in social sciences and humanities (SSH) has been shown in numerous occasions. In terms of market, the centrality of books in SSH is evident. Just as an example, in the Spanish market (5th publishing potential worldwide), 81% of scholarly books are within the SSH (Giménez-Toledo, 2017). The selection of the original manuscripts which will eventually arrive at the market in book format is based on a combination of criteria of different nature. Among them, there is, undoubtedly, the scientific quality and rigor. The scientific value of a manuscript, its originality and its contribution to new knowledge are variables which directly intervene in the decision to publish or not a scholarly book. But those are not the only ones. Issues such as the potential number of readers, the timeliness of the topic, the reputation of the author, the editorial cost of the book or the expected sales are highly relevant in decision making. While in the case of scientific journals, the reports of external reviewers (peer review) are determining in the decision to publish or not an article, in scholarly publishing more generally, there are more issues to consider and the procedures for decision making are different. Among other things, the different types of publishers schedule the composition of their catalogues differently. This has been shown in the studies carried out concerning Spanish and Latin American publishers (Giménez-Toledo & Córdoba-Restrepo, 2018). University Presses use peer review both in journals and scholarly books. A clear influence regarding this feature is the fact that the starting point of university presses is the academia and, therefore, the standards followed are those pertaining to the well-established tradition in the scientific community. Other contributing factors are the stability and attachment of the university press to the university, the objective of university presses with regards to the transmission of knowledge in different fields (the catalogues of university presses tend to be highly multidisciplinary), that it has to be self-sustaining but not necessarily provide benefit, and that it is managed by university lecturers who temporarily assume the responsibilities attached to the editorial project. It can be said there is an institutional editorial project but sometimes it does not have the means for engaging the very challenging questions of marketing scholarly books.

Imprints belonging to large multinational publishing companies tend to follow scholarly orthodoxy; manuscript selection processes are based on peer review. The author can perceive that and gets the information through the publishers’ guidelines. Nevertheless, the assessment of the scientific quality of the manuscript is not the only criteria taken into account, but the sales estimation as well as its profitability are also important. These circumstances are very different from those of small and medium-sized commercial or private publishers. Those businesses should create highly selective and competitive catalogues for a market saturated with titles. The heads of such publishers tend to be editors specialized in a field and tend to create a specialized catalogue with a specific focus, directed towards a certain type of reader. In order to achieve that, they should carry on a very important task of identification of authors and topics as well as surround themselves with...
close experts who would help the editor with the creation of the catalogue within the topics, authors and focus which are distinctive for the publishing project. Also, the selection of peer reviewers is an important task. The power in the peer review process appears to be held by the reviewer. Reviewers are very hard to find. The stronger the reputation of an expert, the more difficult it is to get them engaged in peer review. In this type of companies, the consultation to trustworthy experts, the establishment of internal reading committees and an active search of original manuscripts are common procedures for the decision making on the titles which would be part of the catalogue. The decisions taken are critical: a set of wrong decisions can lead to bankruptcy.

In sum: peer review is one of the manuscript selection processes but not the only one in the creation of catalogues of scholarly books. The existence of other procedures does not imply lack of quality or control of the scientific rigor but responds to the specific features of the publishing companies or institutions. For this purpose and despite the fact that peer review is a selective criterion in the evaluation of publishers (Giménez-Toledo et al., 2017), it is necessary to consider the existing differences between journals and scholarly books.

Some data concerning the manuscript selection procedures in scholarly publishers

The following section provides general data for Spanish and Latin American publishers concerning the existing information available at the SPI section on manuscript selection processes. Using a survey methodology, an interactive chart, publicly available, has been progressively completed through the incorporation of the information provided by the publishers on their manuscript selection processes (MSP).

It is relevant to mention that the data reflected corresponds to the responses of publishers who have explicitly authorized its public availability at the SPI Information system. The chart contains the names of the publishers, followed by six different manuscript selection processes:

- Reading report (from the series team)
- Reading report (from the publisher)
- Director of series
- Director of publishing house/university press (Decision/opinion of)
- Experts external to the series
- External reviewers (with regards to the publishing house)

As shown in Figure 2, for each publisher, it is possible to identify which MSP they use and, conversely, for each MSP the user can delimit the publishers which have declared to use it (the chart allows the ordering of all the elements according to that of any of the variables). Finally, the last column reflects the existence of publicly available information on the MSP used by the publisher in their websites. This information has been checked for each case individually.
Currently, there are Spanish (175) and Latin American (34) publishers in the chart, the total number of publishers being 209. Also, there is a wide diversity of publisher types: from highly specialized publishers belonging to large publishing groups to university presses, including also small, independent publishers and publication services of several public and private institutions.

With regards to one of the main segmentation variables, the condition of University Press (UP, total number: 63) or other type of publisher (total number: 146), some differences can be observed in the percentage of use of each MSP: As can be seen in Figure 3, external reviewers as well as experts external to the series are more frequent in the case of UPs, while the opinion of the director of the publishing house or the director of the series are clearly more prominent in the case of non-UP publishers.

This can be interpreted in several ways, but the use of external reviewers seems consistent with the scholarly tradition, and thus more likely in publishers closely attached to a higher...
education institution while the decisions taken by the head of the publisher are probably more consistent with entrepreneurial or business practices.

Another relevant difference, shown in Figure 4, between UP and non-UP with regards to MSPs is the availability of information on the MSP used by the publisher on their websites. Diversity in the procedures, approaches and strategies is a constant in the study of peer review in scholarly books.

![Information on manuscript selection processes in websites](image)

**Figure 4. Public availability of information on MSP on UP and non-UP publishers’ websites.**
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Practices of peer review in the SSH III: peer review in the legal domain. Three parallel case studies in Italy, Spain and Croatia

By Ginevra Peruginelli, Elías Sanz-Casado & Jadranka Stojanovski

The Context

Evaluating the scientific quality of legal publications is a central debate in legal academia at the international level (Flückiger & Tanquerel, 2015; Peruginelli & Faro, 2018). Research evaluation in legal science is a delicate and complex process due to the fact that legal disciplines are not monolithic: there are profound differences between the various branches of law, for which the tools of communication are very different. Legal scholarship is both the science of law and one of the authoritative and influencing sources of that law. This is why there is a strict correlation between legal science and legal practice (Gutwirth, 2010). For historical, epistemological and economic reasons, in legal sciences the peer review it is not widespread because the communities of jurists are self-referential, little cohesive and very fragmented (Peruginelli, Faro & Agnoloni, 2018). Until recently, the same concept of independent quality assessment was not covered. Law journals always have an editorial board that has the task of accepting or not accepting contributions. In most cases, however, it does not make use of external and independent referees. Furthermore, most law journals do not indicate the criteria/indicators for assessing the publication of contributions (van Gestel & Vranken, 2011).

In this delicate context, three national surveys have been carried out (one in Italy, one in Spain and one in Croatia), all of which provided a picture of peer review procedures for the evaluation of scholarship included in legal periodicals. For each country, a brief explanation about the survey and the methodology used to collect data is provided. The surveys conducted have yielded interesting results that are presented in a comprehensive manner, followed by some reflections on the presented results.

Italy

The Italian survey was conducted by the Institute of Legal Information Theory and Techniques of the National Research Council (ITTIG-CNR) from September 2017 to March 2018. The survey aimed to provide an overview of the situation of the review process of the highly rated law journals (Class A) published in Italy (102 journals). The method used for the survey was the material observation of the evaluation procedures to assess contributions declared by the law journals. The information has been retrieved by the last two issues of the analysed periodicals and the identification of the information on peer review has not always been immediate and simple. In most cases the information on evaluation procedures were found at the beginning or at the end of each contribution and in some cases, the journal did not show any information. It is to be noted that few journals (6) did not present any reference to an evaluation process and that certain contributions were not subject to evaluation, as they are written by scholars of prestige and clear fame, which is a very vague expression used in some journals. In this case, only the editor is responsible for the publication quality. We omitted such journals from the analysis and selected the highly rated law journals published in Italy that present indications on the evaluation procedures. Therefore, we investigate 96 journals.
Some results

The survey has investigated the presence of internal and/or external referees. Internal referees are usually chosen among members of the scientific committee or editorial board, while the external referees are recruited among professors of specific branches of law and scholars of clear fame and prestige. The majority of journals (36 periodicals) does not indicate whether the referees are external or internal.

It is important to notice also that 23 out of 96 journals give importance to a preliminary phase, which is preparatory to the actual evaluation activity by one or more referees. After being accepted, the article can follow the next step of the proper evaluation process. Otherwise, the contribution is sent back to the author with the indications of the reasons for rejection or with suggestions for minor or major changes to be made in order for the paper to be accepted. Furthermore, only 10 journals explicitly provide information on the existence and conservation of the evaluation report on the contribution, and its availability to the management committee, the editorial staff or the publisher.

Regarding the number of referees, only 18 journals state that the assessment is carried out by a single referee. About twice as many journals (34 journals) report the implementation of the more than one referees procedure. 18 journals say that the evaluation is conducted by “more than two referees or by a committee of peers”; other journals (22), although referring to the evaluation procedure and the assignment of evaluation to referees, do not explicitly expressly indicate the number of referees. Finally, only four journals specifically present the indication of the number of referees (one or two) based on the position of the article in a specific section of the journal and/or on a specific topic.

The survey continues showing that 48 periodicals, while referring to the presence of an anonymous evaluation procedure, do not provide any indication of the type of anonymity (single-blind, double-blind or open peer review) of the reviewers and authors. Only two journals report a mix between single and double-blind peer review depending on the type of contribution to be assessed.

Finally, the survey examined whether the periodicals say something on quality criteria by which reviewers decide to accept or not a contribution for publication. Only 16 journals refer to qualitative evaluation criteria such as relevance of the subject, correctness of the methodological approach, adequacy of the essential bibliography, order and clarity, originality of the contribution, practical utility of the ideas expressed, adequacy of the documentation.

The majority of the journals does not provide any information on the criteria to be followed by the reviewers. Most of the current law journals and publishers have not made it very clear what they expect from authors in terms of methodological accountability (e.g. to what extent should author explain their research design?) and what is expected from referees in terms of feedback and response to criticism from scholars who have submitted contributions for peer review.

Reflections

The described Italian survey on law journals provides a framework, which empirically confirms the state of the Italian debate on the evaluation of scientific legal outputs. The results gave an overview of the landscape of the peer review process adopted or better to say indicated in the Italian law journals. This clarification is quite important because these numbers are the result of the available information gathered from single issues of each
periodical. It is to be noticed that on the basis of the collected data, criteria or indicators do not yet seem to exist. There is not a well-defined peer-review culture in the Italian law journals’ context. Legal publishers and academics mostly fear that the introduction of peer review might bring about time constraints and bureaucracy. Perhaps it is safe to expect that the introduction of effective peer review will develop gradually since more and more scholars apparently focus on publishing for an international audience in English. Of course, these few brief considerations are placed in a cultural context of constant change, with the consequent need for continuous repositioning of this study, future investigations and experiments in the field of evaluation of legal science.

Spain

The number of Spanish law journals considered in this analysis is 44. These journals have been selected because they have been accredited with the Quality Seal of the Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology (FECYT), which is granted to Spanish journals of any area of knowledge that have overcome 14 quantitative and qualitative indicators. Some of these indicators are: opening of the editorial board, external peer review, internationality of the advisory board, number of databases in which the journals are indexed, and impact and visibility of the journal in the popular databases (WOSCC and SCOPUS).

Some results

The analysis of the indicators obtained from these 44 journals showed that, regarding the type of evaluation, 34 journals (or 77%) evaluated the manuscripts by referees external to the journal, while in five journals (11%), the evaluation was carried out by internal and external referees at the same time. Only one of these journals evaluated manuscripts by internal referees only (2%). Four journals (9%) did not provide any information on the review systems they use to evaluate the manuscripts they publish.

Regarding the number of referees participating in the evaluation processes, in most of the journals, two referees evaluate each manuscript (23 journals or 52%). Furthermore, of these 23 journals, seven send the manuscript to a third referee in case the two reviews are very different (16% of the journals). Only three journals send the manuscript to only one referee for its evaluation, which is a very low share (7 of the cases). Only one of the analysed journals (2%) sends its manuscripts to three or more referees for its evaluation. However, we must highlight the high percentage of Spanish law journals that do not mention the number of referees that evaluate their manuscripts (23% or 10 journals).

Another aspect analysed in the evaluation process of Spanish law journals was the type of review. The results showed that most of the journals (68% or 30 journals) used the double-blind system. Only four journals used a single-blind procedure (9%). A high percentage of journals (23% or 10 journals) did not mention any system for the revision of manuscripts.

Reflections

The analysis of the indicators obtained about the review processes of Spanish law journals accredited by the quality processes of FECYT shows that a high percentage of the journals (77%) carry out the evaluation of the manuscripts through external referees. This shows the important change that is taking place in the processes of quality and editorial transparency of Spanish law journals. However, it is still worrying that 9% of journals do not offer
any information about this review process, or 11% carry the review process out in an endogenous manner.

These data are consistent with those obtained from the indicator of the number of referees participating in the evaluation processes, since 68% of the journals send the manuscript to at least two referees for its evaluation, and 16% send it to a third referee in case of disagreement. However, a high percentage of journals (23%) does not mention the number of referees participating in the manuscript evaluation processes.

If we take into account that the analysed journals of law are those that have a higher quality in their editorial systems, we still have to do an important work in improving the transparency of and commitment to the manuscript revision processes by national journals in order they can play an important role in the dissemination of scientific knowledge.

Regarding the type of review, the results come to strengthen those obtained with the previous indicators since the double-blind system is the most used by the journals studied (68%). Nevertheless, it is necessary to emphasise the high percentage of journals that do not mention the type of evaluation (23%). This result reaffirms the aforementioned about the effort that still needs to be made with many editors to update and report on the evaluation systems they perform.

**Croatia**

All Croatian law journals are included in the central open access repository of Croatian scientific and research journals HRČAK⁹. HRČAK is an excellent tool for the promotion of the journal editorial policies, offering a uniform and transparent approach and good ground for the exchange of practices and improvements of the scholarly communication system. HRČAK includes 474 open access journals from all disciplines, of which 50 claim to cover law. Among these 50 journals, 11 cover law only, and other journals also include other disciplines, mainly from social sciences. We have excluded from the further analysis interdisciplinary journals, which cover a broad range of disciplines, and law articles represent only a small portion of published articles. We also excluded 5 law journals because of the absence of the information on peer review. Obviously, the peer review process is not considered as an inevitable phase of scholarly publishing by all law journals. Inactive journals which did not publish a new issue during past 13 months were excluded too. Finally, 32 active peer-reviewed journals covering law and published by higher education research institutions and professional societies were selected for the analysis.

Every journal included in the HRČAK repository is described by a rich set of highly structured metadata, including information on peer review. Metadata are provided by journal editors who have their administrators’ accounts at HRČAK system. Peer review is described by:

1. scope: internal/editorial reviewers, external reviewers;
2. reviewers’ provenance: national (Croatian) reviewers, international reviewers;
3. number of reviewers: one, two, three or more reviewers;
4. openness/blindness of the peer review process: single-blind, double-blind, not blind, open peer review;

⁹ https://hrcak.srce.hr/?lang=en
5. type of papers which undergo peer review process: scientific, professional, all papers.

The data on 32 law journals were collected during February 2019.

Some results

Only one journal employs internal/editorial peer review. All other journal editors send their manuscripts to the external reviewers. In this research, we consider internal/editorial peer review as review done by editors, and it should not be mixed with triage of the manuscripts where editors are deciding upon immediate rejection of the submission or sending it out for peer review. During the reviewer selection process, editors can choose a reviewer from Croatia (national) or abroad (international).

Among 32 selected law journals, only one publishes articles only in English. All other journals publish besides Croatian also in other languages: English, French, German, Italian, Bosnian, Serbian etc. For editors of Croatian journals, it is difficult to find suitable referees willing to do a review for a small and relatively unknown journal. This challenge is even more significant for manuscripts written in Croatian language understood only by Croatian peers coming from a small research community. As a result of all challenges concerning the selection of referees, manuscripts from 19 law journals are sent to the reviewers coming from Croatia, 4 journals select reviewers mainly coming from abroad, while 9 journals select national and international reviewers equally, usually one national and one international per submission.

Regarding the number of referees, the majority of manuscripts are reviewed by two referees (28 journals). Only 3 journals provide only one referee per manuscript and only one provides three or more reviewers per manuscript. The provided number of reviewers refers to the editorial practice that is mostly applied. For journals employing two referees per manuscript, if two reviewers disagree the editor sends the manuscript to a third reviewer and does whatever he or she advises.

Describing blindness/openness of the peer review process, editors of HRČAK journals have four options at disposal, and can select one of them: single-blind – where reviewers’ identities are kept hidden from authors; double-blind – where identities of both the authors and reviewers are kept hidden; not blind – where the identities of the reviewer and authors are known to each other during the peer review process, but the reviewer’s identities are kept hidden after publishing; and open peer review – where authors see the identity of their reviewers and vice versa, reviewers’ reports are publicly available, and the reviewer’s identity could be disclosed after publishing.

According to the data, 26 law journals employ double-blind peer review, 4 journals use single-blind peer review and 2 journals not blind peer review. By applying a double-blind peer review, editors want to achieve a fairer and more objective assessment of the manuscript. If the authors’ identity is unknown to the reviewer, it will prevent the reviewer from forming any bias (e.g. gender bias or standing within research community bias). To what extent double-blind peer review is really blind, and to what extent open peer review could be a solution for resolving disadvantages in the assessment within a small scientific community, is to be discussed. Currently, no Croatian journal does employ an open peer review process (Hebrang-Grgić & Stojanovski, 2017).
Concerning the types of paper which undergo a peer review process, there is a variety of practices among Croatian law journals. 7 journals send to referees only scientific papers, 14 journals send scientific and professional papers, and 11 journals send all papers to be reviewed. Most of the Croatian journals make a distinction between original scientific papers, which must present original results of a scientifically conceived and conducted research, and professional papers, which bring knowledge on already published scientific results and do not bring new knowledge to the profession. It is recommended for professional papers to undergo peer review too, but some journals do not follow this practice.

**Reflections**

Law journals in Croatia are in open access and well described through the common HRČAK platform. According to the analysis of the data on peer review provided by the editors of the 32 Croatian law journals listed in the HRČAK repository of open access journals, law journals employ mostly two external peer reviewers coming from Croatia, the peer review process is mostly double-blind and most of the law journals send scientific and professional articles for peer review.

We believe that the quality and transparency of the peer review process, and consequently the quality of scholarly communication in Croatia, could be improved by the introduction of open peer review. Open peer review will include publicly available reviews for all scientific and professional papers, more reviewers from abroad (not necessarily with disclosed identities), public comments and provide a platform for the academic discussion, strongly needed in Croatia.

In addition, we would like to see more journals providing the data underlying the scientific findings they publish. When an author fields a survey or experiment over a period of time, the results are usually presented in the condensed and/or reduced form by charts, images and tables. If reviewers want to check how authors produced the results, they will want to examine the data that underlies the results. This is especially important since most of the provided charts and images are only available as bitmap images. To perform the peer review effectively, it is crucial that peer reviewers are given unlimited access to the data underlying the research they are reviewing. Unfortunately, most journals do not provide access to this material during the peer review process, making it almost impossible to perform a reliable peer review function. In the future, we would like to have all data and related metadata underlying the findings reported in a submitted manuscript deposited in an appropriate repository and available for the reviewers. Journals should mandate that research data be shared at least with reviewers.

**Conclusions**

These three surveys are significant despite the fact that the number of law journals under investigation is not high. It is, however, interesting to note that the three different countries have more or less a similar approach to peer review, with a more rigorous approach in Croatia and Spain where most of the law journals used the double-blind peer review procedure composed of external referees. On the other side, it is interesting to note that in Italy, there is a lack of homogeneity in the types of peer review used and in the number of referees. Further analysis could be carried out in this direction, also from the side of the author-ship, so to investigate the perception of the authors.
This short text is just a picture of the state of the art of peer review procedure used in the law domain in Italy, Spain and Croatia and of the sharp change with respect to the past that goes towards the direction of a more rigorous and transparent peer review process in the law domain. This change gives the opportunity to the social peer review to play an important role. In the digital world and, above all, in the social web, the revision mechanism becomes open, dialogic, less self-referential (not only academics). In this case, the quality assessment is carried out exclusively ex-post through the social tools (blog, wiki etc.). These evaluation tools seem to be suitable for the characteristics of legal research, which has its strong point in dialectics, in communication and in opening the debate towards the outside, so to offer a possible alternative to the ex-ante qualitative review system, maybe never really consolidated in the legal science.
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A gender and geopolitical perspective on peer review

By Karolina Lendák-Kabók & Michael Ochsner

Introduction

Gender biases in academic work have received a great deal of scholarly attention recently. The great majority of the extant research focuses on academic women’s achievements; authors highlight gender differences in success to obtain a permanent position (Dubois-Shaik & Fuselier, 2017; Morley, 1999, Waaijer et al., 2016), or to complete high quantity and quality of publications (Kretschmer et al., 2012). Peer review plays an important role in the discussion of gender differences in academia. Academic progression and research in large are connected tightly to peer reviewing and even though peer reviewing promises to adhere only to academic quality (Roberts & Shambrook, 2012, p. 33), several biases in peer review have been identified in the literature but have also been equally questioned (for an overview, see Lee et al., 2013).

Many of these biases are relevant for gender. For example, Roberts and Shambrook (2012, p. 34) state that peer review is often seen as controlled by “elitists” or “gatekeepers” whose influence can be deemed as arrogant power mongering. According to the EU Commission’s report “She Figures 2015”, women publish fewer papers as corresponding authors (but in journals of similar prestige) than men and the gender gap in the funding success rate is decreasing but women’s success rates are still lower than men’s. Furthermore, the percentage of publications with a gender dimension remains low (with the highest score being 6.2% in the social sciences, see European Commission, 2016, p. 149). Both issues are often seen to be related to journal editorial policies and gender bias during the review process (GENDERACTION, 2019, p. 20). Helmer et al. suggest that women are underrepresented in the peer review process, and that editors of both genders operate with substantial same-gender preference (homophily) when appointing reviewers (Helmer et al., 2017, p. 1). Consequently, according to Budden et al., a double-blind peer review process can significantly increase the publication of female first-authored papers. The authors therefore suggest that this practice should be introduced widely (Budden et al, 2008, p. 4). This is considered important because research grants are also decided using peer review procedures and receiving grants or not can decide upon careers. Some studies show that men have on average statistically significantly greater odds of approval than women applying for grants (Bornmann et al., 2007, p. 234; Wennerås & Wold, 1997). Other studies suggest a gender bias in academic recruitment (van den Besselaar & Sandström, 2015; van den Brink et al., 2006). However, as the overview on the empirical literature on bias in peer review by Lee et al. (2013) shows, there is quite some counter evidence. Following the findings by Wennerås and Wold (1997), many studies could not replicate a gender bias in grant rewards (Bornmann & Daniel, 2006; Friesen, 1998; Mutz et al., 2012). The replication at the same institution as the original study found even a gender bias in the other direction (Sandström & Hällsten, 2008). Borsuk et al. (2009) showed in their experimental study that changing the gender of authors does not influence the judgement by peers. Also, they did not find support
for the gender-homophily thesis but rather that female post-docs are the most critical reviewers. Similarly, Husu and Cheveigné (2010), when discussing gatekeeping of excellence in research funding, state that increasing the proportion of women among gatekeepers of research funding does not necessarily or automatically lead to higher success rates for women applicants, nevertheless the a more equal representation among gatekeepers on women’s participation in research may have a more indirect positive impact, not least by providing opportunities for women to become integrated in important networks (Husu & Cheveigné, 2010, p. 43). Van den Besselaar and Sandström (2015) did not find a difference in citation impact between papers by women and men but found a difference in performance, i.e. the quantity of papers produced.

Lee et al. (2013, p. 8) conclude that there is not much evidence for gender bias in peer review, however, other biases might apply. Meta-analyses show that controlled for different factors, such as discipline, seniority, reputation of the institution, no gender bias persists (Marsh et al., 2009; Mutz et al., 2012). Similarly, controlling for research stage, Ley and Hamilton (2008) do not find a gender difference in funding success rates. At the same time, it is still obvious that women are underrepresented at almost all stages of academic careers, the higher the scarcer women are. This points to the conclusion that while there is no evidence for a direct discrimination of women in peer review, there seems to be an interaction between different biases: Less money is granted to SSH disciplines, researchers affiliated to high reputation institutions or such with higher ranks receive better evaluations in peer review. At the same time, women are more likely to be active in SSH disciplines, are more likely to be at lower levels in the academic career and work at institutions with lower reputation. Ceci and Williams (2011) therefore argue women are not being denied grants and journal publications because of their sex, but rather due primarily to factors surrounding family formation and childbearing, gendered expectations, lifestyle choices, and career preferences. These factors might well reflect self-selection but also discrimination – yet not strictly within the academic realm but rather within society at large. Hence, they argue for shifting the focus from investigating bias in selection processes to studying social processes that pull women into inferior positions. This is even more important as the type of studies presented above has several theoretical and methodological shortcomings. Here, we point to four shortcomings: first, the studies start with the assumption that disagreement between peers is normatively not desirable (as notes Lee et al., 2013), second, most of them do only look at funding or publishing rates but not at performance (as criticizes van den Besselaar & Sandström, 2015), third – and related to that –, outcomes of non-funded or non-published research cannot be compared to funded or published research (as pointed out by Mutz et al. 2015), fourth, the focus is on the reviewers, editors or funders but not on the researchers (as noted by Rowley & Sbaffi, 2017). Lee et al. (2013) argue that while impartiality of peer review is seen as important in ensuring both consistency and meritocracy in the evaluation process, such expectations on peer review might be questionable and ask whether impartiality should be upheld as an ideal for peer review altogether, as peer reviewing, editorship and evaluation serve as a social function in negotiating and improving academic quality (Lee et al., 2013, p. 13). This, then, asks for further investigations in how peer review is seen by scholars and how they react on and interact with peer review and whether there are gender differences in the perceptions of and reactions to being reviewed.
Rowley and Sbaffi (2018) report on survey research on scholars’ attitudes towards peer review. They find that, in general, gender was not seen as a source of bias, but region and seniority were seen as potential sources of bias (Rowley & Sbaffi, 2018, p. 652). However, their methodology is highly questionable (“The confidence interval (at a 95% confidence level) for any one question is 1.18”, Rowley and Sbaffi, 2018, p. 647; note that means and standard deviations, and consequently standard errors, were widely different across variables). What has rarely been studied before is the scholars’ opinion on peer review from a gender perspective, which could be the key in resolving female academics’ lower scientific production and could lead towards a better inclusion. Of high interest in this context is how young scholars perceive the process as, first, bias is shown to be small at the early career stage and it is at this stage when scholars will decide on whether they want to stay or leave academia, both of which is important regarding later gender bias (van den Besselaar & Sandström, 2015). Thus, in the following, we will present first results of a Europe-wide project on Early Career Investigator’s experiences with peer review, at the beginning of their career, struggling to enter to academia and secure a place in a very competitive system. On this path they are encountering the peer review process, in various forms, but mostly as the ones who are submitting papers in peer-reviewed journals or applying for various grants and being exposed to potential biases in this process. The following presentation of the findings is to be considered as exploratory as we hope to raise interest towards this topic for further research investigations.

Methods and Sample

In March 2017, ENRESSH’s Special Interest Group on Early Career Investigators (SIG ECI10), agreed to conduct a qualitative research in seventeen European countries, namely Belgium, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, France, Latvia, Lithuania, Montenegro, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland and Malta. In each country, semi-structured interviews were conducted. The interview grid was developed by the SIG members, with the aim of analysing the narratives of young researchers about their early careers, more specifically, how certain “moments of evaluation” (such as doctoral exams, dissertation defence, post-doc recruitment, academic job application processes, research activities and peer review) played a role in their career development. Each of the interviewers conducted up to four interviews from his or her home country. The interviews were conducted in native and/or state languages of the interviewees to avoid selection bias through language and they were later translated into English language.

For this short contribution, 48 interviews were analysed. There were 28 female respondents (58%) and 20 male respondents (42%). Not all interviews contained data on peer review, as the interviewers let the respondents talk freely, therefore, some of the questions were unintentionally skipped, respectively were not important enough for the respondent to

---

emerge during the interview, or simply the interviewers were more focused on other questions from the interview grid and skipped the question about peer review.

**Preliminary findings**

In the following, we present preliminary results from analysing the interviews regarding gender and geopolitical differences in the perception of peer review. These are two important topics as gender bias in peer review is a strongly debated issue, while geopolitical differences are a confirmed bias of peer review (Lee et al., 2013, pp. 6–8). Both can be studied with our sample as there is sufficient variance between gender and geopolitical location, specifically Eastern and Western Europe.

The interviewees see peer review predominantly as a suitable way of advancing in the scientific career and improving research or publications. Yet, both male and female respondents mentioned several negative aspects. Given the vivid scholarly discussion on bias in peer review, we will start with presenting the negative aspects and end with the positive aspects.

**Negative aspects of peer review**

First, we present a general criticism from a geopolitical context towards peer review, which was mentioned by both men and women from the Eastern European countries.11 Respondents in Eastern European countries report two different, if not conflictive, perspectives on geopolitical biases: On the one hand, the respondents (both male and female) were complaining about nepotism and local networks which are dominant in either small countries (like Slovenia), where the scholars are mainly familiar with each other’s work and peer review practices, or in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia where they are criticising the national system and emphasizing that there is a need for “Western system”, which is presumably more fair and objective. On the other hand, some respondents criticised the international peer review system or editorial practices as well, which they suspect being biased against Eastern European researchers.

In Western European countries, the discrepancy between local and international peer review focused on topics or language rather than evaluation bias. The hurdle between passing local peer review vs international peer review was attributed to differences in relevance of topics at the local and international level, leading to the problem of career advancement if one focuses on local relevance or if one publishes in local languages rather than in English.

Contrary to the respondents in Eastern Europe, the respondents in Western Europe interpret this as a perverse effect of science policy favouring international research in English rather than local research, while Eastern Europeans feel a discrimination even if they publish in English on internationally relevant topics.

Regarding gender-specific views on peer review, we will start with the male respondents who are more critical towards peer review than female respondents are. On the one hand,

---

11 Eastern and Central European countries are the ones geographically and geopolitically considered as Eastern Europe; more specifically, they are the ones who accessed the EU with the 2004 enlargement or later (Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia) and the ones who are considered to be part of Western Balkans and are not EU members, i.e. Bosnia & Herzegovina, Montenegro, and Serbia. Western European countries are the ones geographically and geopolitically considered as Western Europe (Switzerland) and/or as “the old member states” of the EU, i.e. Belgium, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Portugal.
male respondents believe that peer review can be biased and some of them have a strongly negative viewpoint, adding that the expertise of the peer reviewers is questionable, even to the point that they are not accepting the reviewer’s comments. Men are emphasizing that good relations are needed to get the paper reviewed, concluding that this form of evaluation may even damage the paper’s quality. Among the arguments against peer review, other male respondents point out that network is of great importance, as well as that the quality of reviewing is very variable and depends on the journal’s editor. Finally, according to some of the respondents, the process slows down the development of new ideas. It is noteworthy to mention that all of the male respondents already had some experience with peer review. In a general sense, male respondents were much more critical towards peer review, from the ones who answered the question about peer review five reported more positive aspects of peer review and thirteen more negative aspects about it.

Female respondents share the opinion with their male counterparts, that peer review is often influenced by interpersonal relationships (between senior researchers). They agree with their male peers that the comments are sometimes irrelevant and misleading. Female respondents question the slowness and the long process of peer review, that requires a good command of English. The main gender difference, however, lies in the effect reviews have on the ECIs. Peer review seems to affect the confidence of young female researchers negatively, while this was not the case of male interviewees. For instance, some of them were very surprised to get criticised for something she invested a lot of effort in and some of the female respondents expressed their disappointment with the process. The second gender difference concerns a more positive stance toward peer review, i.e. eleven female respondents had a generally positive attitude towards peer review whereas twelve mentioned more negative aspects. Furthermore, some female respondents never had any experience with peer-review, which is important to note, as peer review gives credibility to scientific production.

**Positive aspects of peer review**

Both male and female respondents reported also positive experiences with peer review. As stated by some of the respondents, they perceive peer review, all things considered, still better than any other evaluation procedure. Despite being conscious about the reported negative aspects, many male respondents point out that the process is of great importance for the improvement of a paper, and that one can learn a lot along the way. The process is very often fair and makes young researchers progress faster by having constructive comments to rely on.

Similarly, female ECIs point out that peer review is not always perfect, but very often fair, useful and reasonable. They often find the reviewer’s comments very useful. In order to make the process more objective, one of the respondents suggested an internationalisation of the peer review process, pointing out that collegial peer review should be replaced by fairer peer review.

**Conclusions**

Peer review seems to be an important moment of evaluation for both male and female respondents. The majority of them believes that this sort of evaluation is the most appropriate way to improve the quality of the paper or to evaluate grant applications. However, both men and women perceive the process as dependent on interpersonal relations in some
contexts, dominated by local networks, sometimes even biased and unfair, and slowing
down the process of publication. There was a clear geopolitical difference when both men
and women from Eastern Europe were criticising national peer review and idealising the
“Western style” of peer-review. At the same time, they were mentioning that the level of
English was acting as a discriminatory factor, while scholars from Western non-English
speaking countries mentioned language bias not as a discriminatory factor but rather an
effect of science policy favouring topics relevant in the Anglo-Saxon context. It is interest-
ing to point out, that neither male nor female respondents mentioned a gender bias in peer
review, they were solely concentrating on perceptions of and responses to the peer review
process.

While the ECI scholars did not mention gender aspects of peer review, their reflections and
reactions to peer review nevertheless revealed important gender differences in how peer
review influences them and their research practice. Female respondents seem to have less
experience with the process whereas all the male interviewees had previous experience
with it. Moreover, female scholars are affected to a greater extent by the comments than
male researchers, who show more confidence and sometimes disagreement with the re-
viewers. Male ECIs seem to develop their standpoints and build their own profile in the
sometimes conflict-ridden interaction with reviews, whereas female ECIs seem to try to
follow the suggestions of the reviewers and even question themselves if they disagree.

We thus find empirical evidence for the hypotheses formulated by Ceci and Williams (2011)
arguing that the reasons for gender differences in academic publication and positions might
lie outside the peer review process. However, our results suggest that they do indeed not
necessarily lie in discriminatory practices by reviewers but nevertheless are not completely
outside of the peer review process: rather, the way female researchers react to – and maybe
interact with – reviews or moments of evaluation might lead to different success rates in
academic careers. Furthermore, discrimination appears on the level of topics as well, be it
through gender or region-specific ways of approaching research questions. This might lead
to seemingly self-discriminatory behaviour, but the roots lie deeper in society, for example
in socialisation, gender norms or geopolitical hierarchy. For example, measures for helping
women reconcile family and work in academia might not help increasing the share of
women in higher positions as it might have adverse effects: If it is easier for women to
reconcile, it is the women taking responsibility for caring for the children as men do not
have the same options. At the same time, a notion of “quota female professor” can emerge
if policies are favouring women. Besides helping women entering the work sphere, it seems
to be important to support (or push) men to take more responsibility at home. Besides the
conclusions in line with Ceci and Williams (2011), our results suggest, however, that it is
also important to not mask gendered or localised ways of prioritising topics or reactions to
evaluations behind general societal developments. Such gender and geopolitical issues
need to be addressed in evaluation practices and in research on evaluation.

In sum, our preliminary results report on geopolitical differences in peer review and a gen-
dered perception of and response to peer review. We therefore argue that instead of focus-
ing almost exclusively on analysing impartiality of peer review that comes with methodo-
logical but also conceptual problems, as shown in the introduction (see also Lee et al.,
2013), and besides monitoring relative representation of women or other discriminated
groups in certain positions, more research should investigate how researchers at different
stages of their career react to selection mechanisms and how peer review can be enhanced to improve research and to help building an academic identity and academic careers. On the one hand, academics should be better trained to provide useful reviews and to interpret reviews in a constructive way. On the other hand, one should de-mystify peer review as an impartial, objective quality assessment and rather acknowledge its gatekeeping and social functions that need to be actively and critically negotiated between different actors in academia. Furthermore, research should investigate peer review of interdisciplinary research where disciplinary differences between research and reviewing practices can lead to similar ways of (self-)discrimination, for example of SSH researchers. Awareness of the social functions of peer review and their active negotiation will be an important issue to be addressed in the future for a better inclusion of Eastern European and female scholars of different disciplines, and especially the combination of the three, in the European Research Area because also forms of self-discrimination and discriminations outside evaluation practices can lead to inefficient selection processes.
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Peer review in the context of the new modes of knowledge production, dissemination and evaluation

By Marc Vanholsbeeck

Introduction

There has been a tendency since the 1980s to open the knowledge production, dissemination and evaluation to stakeholders outside of the circles of the disciplinary peers who traditionally produce fundamental research. Such ‘exoterization’ of research – in its etymologic meaning of going out of the more ‘esoteric’ communities of science – goes far beyond the linearity of knowledge transfer and marketization of research outputs, since it includes social innovation – which can take non-commercial forms – and relates to the notion of a knowledge society rather than to the narrower concept of economy of knowledge (Vanholsbeeck, 2017).

In some cases, such as in recently institutionalized disciplines in social sciences and humanities (SSH) like communication studies, moving beyond disciplinary frontiers has been the consequence of the need of educating future professionals in emerging fields. In other cases, such as in the development of gender studies in the 1970s, interdisciplinarity has been stimulated by the raise of the feminism movement, with societal claims that went beyond the confines of any discipline. More generally though, the opening of research has been supported by policy makers, desiring to make research more responsive to real world problems, rather than focusing on problematics enunciated in strictly disciplinary terms.

At European level, the European Research Area (ERA) – which aims at providing free circulation for researchers, scientific knowledge and technology (article 179 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 2007) – resulted in the promotion of programmatic ideas through which policy makers support the exoterization of research. Worth mentioning here are the European “strategic research” of the 1980s and the more recent support of EU policy makers for the “co-creation” of solutions to societal challenges by researchers from diverse disciplines, together with stakeholders from the industry and/or citizens. Policy makers have indeed been prompt to endorse concepts directly or indirectly based on the notion of co-creation, such as the “Mode 2 of Knowledge Production” (Gibbons et al., 1994) – according to which multidisciplinary teams work together for short periods of time on real world problems –, the “Responsible Research and Innovation” (European Commission, 2013), the notion of “societal challenges” which constitutes one of the three pillars of the current Horizon 2020 Framework Programme (2014-2020) as well as, to a lesser extent, “citizen science” (Irwin, 1995). In the context of the preparation of the next European research and innovation framework programme “Horizon Europe” (2021-2027), a key notion is that of “missions” focusing on problem-specific societal challenges and the interaction of several public and private actors to solve them (Kattel & Mazzucato, 2018). The European Open Science agenda – including open access to publications, open research data and citizen science – and the impact related policies – the so-called “impact agenda” of the European Commission – also align with and foster this tendency to exoterization.

12 https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/draft_european_open_science_agenda.pdf#view=fit&pagesmode=none
SSH integration to European impact-driven interdisciplinary research

In this perspective, SSH research has been under pressure to “integrate” – or to be “embedded” into – European funded research and to contribute to the resolution of societal challenges. According to a recent monitoring report from the Commission (European Commission, 2018), it still appears that current SSH integration in Horizon 2020 is not satisfactory. In 2016, 70 out of 239 projects funded under the SSH flagged topics had no SSH partners (29%), while some disciplines are practically not involved such as history (2%) and anthropology/ethnology (1%). The quality of SSH integration is also highly uneven across Horizon 2020.

Furthermore, it has been noted that Evaluation Summary Reports (ESR) in Horizon 2020 often suffer from a lack of SSH expertise (Universiteit Gent, 2018). This not only constitutes an obstacle towards any true SSH integration in framework programmes, but more generally it highlights a new challenge for peer reviewing. There is indeed a need for funders to engage SSH researchers from diverse disciplinary backgrounds into peer reviewing of impact driven research projects. This also supposes that researchers should be provided with the right skills, such as learning to debate and argue with peers from other disciplinary horizons and, in some cases, with peers without knowledge of SSH specific epistemologies and methods. They should also be properly trained to assess impact.

While peer review of research projects that go beyond the frontiers of traditional or disciplinary knowledge is challenging per se (Lamont, 2009; Luukkonen, 2012), a particular issue for SSH scholars engaged in interdisciplinary panels together with STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) colleagues is that the latter are not always ready to allow them the same level of legitimacy of expertise. SSH peer reviewers may thus face a lack of “legitimate locus of interpretation” (Collins & Evans, 2007), from which to exercise their expertise. The notion of legitimate locus of interpretation relates to the (social) “location”, in terms of communities and expertise, from which legitimate knowledge claims and judgements of those knowledge claims can be made. Thus, in interdisciplinary panels, SSH peer reviewers may soon be faced with the diverse levels of prestige that are attached to the various disciplines inside academia rather than with the equalitarian perspective that policy makers’ discourses on interdisciplinary partnerships most often take for granted. This issue about legitimate interpretation concerns also SSH scholars’ relations with non-academic actors potentially engaged in the review. Indeed, as Lewis (2018) argues, “within the physical, chemical and biological sciences, the legitimate locus of interpretation usually lies well inside the community of producers, as only those with specialist expertise are deemed sufficiently equipped to make valid judgements. By contrast, the locus of legitimate interpretation in the social sciences is much more diffuse.”

Finally, policy makers and funders should avoid referring to the notions of “SSH expert” and “SSH expertise” in the context of interdisciplinary evaluation. Such concepts indeed contribute to the reification of the SSH as a coherent epistemological and methodological entity, while epistemologies and methods vary a lot from one discipline to the other. Hence SSH disciplinary expertise engaged in interdisciplinary peer reviewing should rather reflect as far as possible the diversity of the individual SSH disciplines relevant to the project to assess. If it is not feasible to engage reviewers from the disciplines that are concerned, then experts from adjacent disciplines should be privileged. Pools of experts in interdisciplinary
evaluation could also be created, with indication of their thematic rather than strictly disciplinary fields of competence.

Perception of senior sociologists regarding peer reviewing

While the context into which research is produced, disseminated and assessed is subject to the abovementioned changes and spurs peer reviewers to adapt to more interdisciplinary and impact driven research, literature shows that researchers at all stages of the academic career (including early career investigators) are generally satisfied with the traditional peer review system, which they find mostly valuable (Johnson et al., 2018; Mulligan et al., 2013; Nicholas et al., 2015; Publons 2018; Sense About Science, 2009; Thelwall et al., 2013; Ware, 2008; Ware and Monkman 2008). According to a survey reported by Ware (2008), a large majority of scholars (93 per cent of the respondents) even consider peer reviewing as necessary. Another large-scale survey (Nicholas et al., 2015) indicates that peer review is still considered as the most important indicator for assessing the trustiness of a publication and has an important role in improving the quality of articles. According to the same study, researchers are not likely to cite non-peer-reviewed material although some – in particular younger ones – are willing to use it. Peer review and Impact Factor also remain defining criteria in the choice of a journal where to publish. Nevertheless, researchers also recognize flaws in peer reviewing relating to unfairness, bias and delays, and have concerns in regard to the burdens put on reviewers and the general effectiveness of the process (Johnson et al., 2018).

In the context of a subgroup of the WG113, a study of senior SSH researchers’ attitudes towards research evaluation has been carried out. The subgroup members conducted in 2018 and 2019 semi-structured interviews with 16 sociologists, male and female, having earned their PhD for at least eight years and active in eight European countries (Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, Iceland, Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia). They interviewed them in native and/or state languages about their perceived roles in the definition, dissemination and implementation of the quality criteria and rationales used in evaluation situations. In this report, only the respondents’ perception of peer review will be considered.

Respondents’ perception of peer review relates firstly to the changes they see in research evaluation which, according to them, gives now privilege to international publications and the use of quantitative indicators of performance. Hence some interviewees consider that quantitative elements in evaluation have become more important than qualitative peer reviewing, while others deem that, in their experience, performance indicators have rather been integrated into a more informed and hybrid peer reviewing process. In any case, peer review is mostly perceived as a very important – or even essential – system of quality control in the production of sociological knowledge. Still the attitudes of the respondents remain ambivalent: even if they perceive clear assets linked to the prepublication traditional peer reviewing system, some researchers also consider the downsides of peer review, or even some threats that may be linked to it.

On the one hand, peer review is considered by many as a top-quality criterion for selecting scholarly journals. It would make a clear-cut distinction between quality publications and...
– in the words of one male Icelandic sociologist – the other “small things” of lesser value that a sociologist produces. It also leads several respondents to distinguish between academics who are skilled in publishing in international peer-reviewed journals and the less educated others. Essential skills relate here to (English) language, but also to how to manage peer review, as a reviewer and as a reviewed author.

Peer review is deemed as being particularly well adapted to individual level evaluation. In case of article peer reviewing, it fulfills important epistemic functions, helping the authors to improve their paper, and the reviewers to be updated on the last developments in certain fields. In small countries, involving international peer reviewers is considered as helping to overcome the problems inherent to small academic communities in which “everybody knows everybody” (Slovenian female sociologist). When international peer reviewers are involved by national funders, it can also encourage the internationalization of the SSH research national production as well: “If you want to be funded you should publish internationally and this makes sense, actually a lot of sense to start publishing internationally and to increase chances to be funded” (Croatian male sociologist).

On the other hand, peer review is far from being perceived as a flawless process and appears to several respondents as potentially biased. Indeed, some interviewees mention that peer reviewers may be unfair, or not willing to provide a balanced review. One respondent, an Icelandic female scholar, even considers that peer reviewers in the social sciences are particularly harsh and critical, in comparison to other disciplines: “Maybe in particular researchers within the social sciences who are educated in critical thought... to have a critical view... that there is something wrong with us if we don’t find anything, to take proposers down, that is.” There is also a perceived lack of formalized guidelines on how to conduct peer review. An overreliance on international peer review processes may have as an unwanted consequence that local contexts of application and societally relevant impact are not taken enough into account by international peer reviewers.

A Belgian male sociologist goes as far as linking peer review to a form of censorship to which one complies because one needs to, but which one would rather bypass otherwise: “We sometimes have the impression that when we write for a scholarly journal, there is still some form of censorship somewhere, i.e. you get published only if you are in line with the journal. I do not like to rewrite something where I think I'm right, because someone tells me, unless I obviously agree with it.”

According to some respondents, “predatory” open access journals that ask article processing charges for publishing papers have also cut back on the scholars’ confidence in peer reviewing, because of the low level of peer reviewing such journals maintain (if any). In some cases, predatory journals manage to attract researchers though, because of the pressure to publish internationally.

Finally, some respondents consider that attention to the peer review status of a publication has to be balanced with the local impact that some non-peer-reviewed types of publication may have, such as national journals or publications targeting non-academic audiences: “For me it is also important to reach out to the wider community by publishing in maybe perhaps lower impact factor journal papers that would reach a lot more people through more publicly oriented journals that would be read by actually the practitioners of whatever research output you produced from your own research.” (English language female professor from Cyprus)
Discussion

The interviews we have conducted in the context of a subgroup of WG1 and the balanced interviewees’ perceptions of peer review remind us that, beyond the challenges discussed above in relation to the needed adaptation of peer review to more interdisciplinary and impact driven research, there is a distinction to be made between peer review as a scholarly process aimed at vetting research results and peer review as a privileged indicator of the highest level of achievement in research production. While peer review definitely matters in SSH, considering it – in its current stage – as the exclusive label of scientific quality and relevance, like in the STEM, may lead us to ignore a large and significant amount of SSH research outputs. In the SSH disciplines, there is indeed a wider diversity of valuable types of research publications that goes beyond the article published in (international) peer-reviewed journals, like for example books or non-scholarly press (Hicks, 2004). Furthermore, on an epistemological level, SSH knowledge progresses mostly through a heterogeneity of simultaneous quasi-paradigms, rather than as a succession of consensual paradigms on which most scientists would agree (Bonaccorsi, 2018). It has also been shown that the peer reviewers’ definition of originality is much broader in the SSH than in the STEM, taking into account the new character of findings, theories, approaches and methods as well (Guetzkow et al., 2004). This should on the one hand be duly considered while integrating the perspective of SSH research into the development of peer review processes that are better adapted to interdisciplinary and impact driven research. On the other hand, it should also further discourage policy makers and evaluators to focus solely on peer review, taken as the defining label of excellence, while discussing quality issues within the SSH.
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Peer review in the context of Open Science: towards more open peer reviewing practices?

By Marc Vanholsbeeck

Introduction

The notion of “boundary object”, as coined by Star and Griesemer (1989), refers to concepts which are defined in a way that is flexible enough to be shared between diverse communities of practice, but also have definitions within them that are more community specific. As such, “boundary objects permit working relationships between communities while allowing local use and development of the concept.” (Moore, 2017)

Moore (2017) considers that Open Access to publications (OA) can be considered as a boundary object. Indeed, if the general definition of OA is quite consistent across various communities of practices – framing it as free access to scholarly publications via Internet –, “publishing means different things to different communities and individual approaches to OA are representative of this fact.” We argue that not only OA but the whole concept of Open Science, including the notion of open peer reviewing (OPR), can be considered as a boundary object too. As such, different stakeholders engage and promote Open Science, while they still adopt different definitions of it, and emphasize some of its dimensions rather than others.

From a policy makers’ perspective, the Open Science agenda of the European Commission sits at the crossroads of the European policy makers’ support towards ‘exoterization’ of research – i.e. the political will to open research outside of the ‘esoteric’ circles of the disciplinary peers who traditionally produce fundamental science (Vanholsbeeck, 2017) – and the “digital agenda” for Europe (European Commission, 2010) which promotes digital tools and media to produce and disseminate research. Open Science policies have been put in place first in regard to open access to publications (via 7th framework programme mandates since 2008, and with the current EU-supported PlanS14) and then to Open Research Data (via Horizon 2020 mandates since 2014, and through the current European Open Science Cloud initiative15). OA also constitutes the 5th priority of the European Research Area (European Commission, 2012) and had been announced as becoming a default principle for 2020 (Council of the European Union, 2016; European Commission, 2018).

On their side, although not rejecting Open Science as such, SSH communities have sometimes expressed worries in regard to Open Access (Chartron, 2014) and framed Open Science in a less enthusiastic way. On the one hand, there are concerns that a flipping to article processing charges and Gold Open Access – i.e.: publication in OA journals, rather than secondary deposit on OA archives (Green Open Access) – may mean the end of small scale publishers, not able to digitize their journals, or scholarly societies. Because the OA business model originally focused on journal articles, issues have also been raised regarding the sustainability of book publishing in an Open Science context, books being more important in SSH than in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) (Crossick, 2016). On a more epistemological level, some scholars in the humanities

14 https://www.coalition-s.org/
15 https://ec.europa.eu/research/opencourse/index.cfm?pg=open-science-cloud
expressed worries that the use of too liberal (Creative Commons) licenses may allow undesirable modifications to be brought to their work and argumentations, while concerns have also been raised in regard to what constitutes (open) data in the SSH (Eve, 2014).

**Open Peer Review**

Open Peer Review (OPR) has been mostly promoted by Open Access publishers and innovators (Ross-Hellauer, 2017) and been made possible by the more open, collaborative and social communication provided by the Web technologies (Tennant et al., 2017). As a dimension of Open Science, OPR shares its abovementioned nature of boundary object and does not have any unique definition. While keeping the common idea of increasing the levels of transparency and accountability of the publishing process, OPR may refer to open identities (of reviewers and/or authors), open publication of review reports together with the articles, open preprints, open final-version commenting, open platforms (‘decoupled review’) and ‘portable peer review’ (reviewer reports of rejected papers being made available to the editors of other journals), with or without possibilities of open interactions and/or participation of readers (Ross-Hellauer, 2017; Tennant et al., 2017). In some cases – like in particular in the so-called OA ‘mega-journals’ –, only the technical or scientific soundness of the article is peer-reviewed before publication, the article being opened to open peer review once published (Spezi et al., 2018).

Some downsides of OPR have been mentioned in the literature. First, researchers still show a high level of trust in the traditional – most often single-blind – peer review (Johnson et al., 2018) and tensions may appear between more conservative research communities and individual actors in favour of a rapid transformation of the system (Tennant, 2018). There is a lack of career incentives to engage scholars into more innovative peer reviewing practices (Tennant et al., 2017), while some of those practices are particularly time-consuming. There are other concerns, notably that revealing the name of the reviewer would lead to less frank reviews and biases as well as fear of reprisals either by criticized authors or even readers, reinforcing power relationships between reviewers and authors as well as detrimental strategic attitudes (Groves & Khan, 2010; Teixeira da Silva, 2019). It has also been argued that soundness-only peer review lowers the acceptance thresholds because the business model behind it encourages editors to accept an ever-increasing number of papers (Buriak, 2015). Furthermore, findings have demonstrated that the pretention to produce objective soundness-only peer review is not always matched by the reality. Indeed, some publishers still require reviewers to assess the “worthiness” of the articles and reviewers have sometimes the tendency to write soundness-only reports in the same way as for journals with conventional peer review (Spezi et al., 2018).

On a technical level, OPR – in particular under the form of decoupled and portable peer review – is supposed to help to improve already published articles, but the most commonly used PDF format does not allow any alteration of the published material. There is also a general lack of version control of articles and no sufficient interoperability between decoupled review reports (Tennant, 2018). Eventually, mega journals do not have been a success in the SSH and tend from now on to concentrate on the STEM (Spezi et al., 2018). Significant assets of OPR are to be considered too. OPR makes the publication process faster and offers an “open dialogue between authors and readers” (Tennant et al., 2019). As such, OPR has quite a similar function to the long-standing tradition of SSH book
review, intended to stimulate broader discussions about a specific piece of work. Hence, through OPR, authors benefit from more feedback and criticism and have more opportunity to improve their work, while external researchers gain an insight into research and readers may explain the reasons of their disagreement with the authors (Tennant, 2017; Tennant et al., 2019). While some consider that OPR will favour more strategic attitudes from the reviewer’s side, the publication of the peer review reports may as well provide a further incentive for the peer reviewer to adopt an ethic and responsible attitude towards the author (Groves & Khan, 2010). Anyhow, although there is a lack of quantitative research on OPR (Squazzoni et al., 2017), first findings indicate that open peer review does not compromise on the quality of the peer reviewing process, at least when referees are able to protect their anonymity (Bravo et al., 2019; Pöschl, 2012). Furthermore, OPR makes it feasible for any reader or potential author to directly assess the quality and the efficiency of the review system of any given journal, and potentially look at the value for money of the requested articles processing charges. In our experience, OPR would make for a better quality proxy than most if not all existing journal level metrics currently in usage.

Finally, we would like to raise here a major epistemological and philosophical argument in favour of open peer review. Feminist philosophers of science (Harding, 1986; Longino, 1990) have argued that gender diversity and social openness made science more likely to be trustworthy, while homogeneity of scholarly communities weakens it and makes it less objective. Naomi Oreskes (2019) has generalised this argument and argues that the social nature of science – and notably the peer reviewing as a process intended to vet scientific results – is together with scientists’ expertise to study the (social) world the main reason why people should trust science, rather than trust in a particular scientific method. “The crucial element of these practices [of peer review and tenure],” she writes, “is their social and institutional character, which works to ensure that the judgements and opinions of no one person dominate and therefore that the value preferences and biases of no one person are controlling. [...] The social character of science forms the basis of its approach to objectivity and therefore the grounds on which we can trust it.” (Oreskes, 2019, p. 58). In this perspective, any initiative that tends to broaden the social interactions of experts around a scholarly piece of work beyond two or three selected peers should be considered as making it sounder and more reliable. And as such, OPR, although still in an infant age and presenting significant shortcomings, should be promoted and further elaborated through dedicated guidelines in the SSH fields as well as in the STEM disciplines (Ross-Hellauer & Görög, 2019; Schmidt et al., 2018).
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PART V: Conclusion

By Michael Ochsner, Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman, Jon Holm & Marek Hołowiecki

Peer review is here to stay, and it seems that the only adequate way to evaluate SSH research involves some form of peer review. Even if bibliometrics and other quantitative ways of evaluation may provide information on some aspects of SSH research like productivity and publication strategies of research units, metrics-based indicators should be used with caution in SSH due to low coverage of SSH fields in the standard publication databases and the mismatch between dimensions of quality as defined by peers and standard bibliometric indicators. However, peer review is not without challenges and — as any other socially embedded activity — evolves constantly. Moreover, peer review in the SSH faces particular challenges. A few of which were mentioned in this report, such as different and thus often conflicting research paradigms or epistemological styles of reviewers and applicants or authors; difficulty in many SSH disciplines to define and evaluate research methodology compared to STEM disciplines; lack of linear progress and much longer time span necessary to evaluate academic impact of publications; the diversity of publication outputs and specific importance of books or monographs; the importance of local and national languages; challenges associated with growing interdisciplinarity and the Open Science agenda relevant for recent developments both in research and evaluation. To this, the general challenges of peer review are added, such as the risk of gender bias, regional bias, conservative bias and the workload for all parties involved.

The chapters in this report reveal that peer review takes a central role in academic life. Even metric-based evaluations involve a peer review component because even pure bibliometric approaches are based on citations to articles published in peer-reviewed journals and thus are not independent of peer review. Evaluation takes place at different levels (supervise PhD students, evaluation of articles for publication, recruitment procedures, evaluating research units, disciplines or institutions), can take different perspectives (ex-ante and ex-post evaluation) and serve different purposes (formative evaluation and summative, performance-based evaluation). In all these contexts peer review can take on different roles in the evaluation process (assessing research outcome, defining the weighting of publication channels etc.). The review process itself also comes in different forms (double-blind review, expert panels, informed peer review, open review etc.) and can be of different significance (deciding on a career, a project or the continuation of a research unit).

This means that peer review fulfils different functions and that peer review practices not only need to acknowledge different disciplinary particularities but also their evaluative context. There is not a single best practice, and the ambiguity of peer review identified in the chapter by Pölönen et al. will remain as long as the different functions and contexts of peer review are not taken into account.

The current criticism of the subjective and sometimes political nature of the activity of reviewing could be based on a too narrow vision of the role of peer review as just selecting “the best” or separating “excellence” from the rest. Peer review often takes a gatekeeping role, which is not a bias but its actual function in certain situations: the political action of selecting between different excellences that are not directly comparable in any objective
way. For example, in the context of scarce resources, some topics might be considered more important than others even though research is excellent also in those other topics. This report thus calls for a more detailed and systematic analysis of peer review and its advantages and disadvantages taking into account its role, form and significance as well as the level, perspective and purpose of the evaluation procedure in which it is used. Rather than playing metrics and peer review off against each other, the focus should be on their optimal use and combination within different evaluation situations. This is especially important when it concerns the SSH because the disciplines falling under this umbrella term share the concurrency of different paradigms and a context-dependent, sometimes interpretative mode of knowledge generation and the use of a wide range of dissemination channels. SSH disciplines are rooted in a local context yet operate on an international level just as other disciplines, with the difference that internationality manifests itself by the use of multiple languages rather than English as the only lingua franca. Multilingualism as a mode of knowledge generation and dissemination is central to SSH research but it is also important for research evaluation – leading to additional challenges for peer review in the SSH as peers need to be able to acknowledge the local embeddedness of research and possibly to read the national language. Furthermore, SSH disciplines are in direct contact with their stakeholders, such as the wider public, the economy or public administration. Thus, a further challenge is the peer review of societal impact of research. This issue needs further investigation, not only regarding what societal impact is and how it can be traced but also regarding who a peer is in such a context.

A further challenge is connected with the increasing importance of evaluation. The burden for reviewers increases continuously as more scientific publication channels change to a double-blind peer review procedure, institutional evaluation is implemented more systematically at several levels and the share of competitive project funding is increasing, all of which need peer reviewers’ time and energy. Solutions have to be found how to decrease reviewer burden and how to spread the workload on several shoulders. This is particularly relevant for the SSH disciplines that often act in a local context in national languages and include small disciplinary communities.

This report suggests ways for the SSH disciplines to respond to these challenges building on established epistemic practices while increasing the scientific and societal relevance of these disciplines. We believe that the SSH community is well resourced to analyse and remEDIATE the current tensions in research policies between funders’ expectations of societal impact and the value of academic autonomy, between the ambition of mainstreaming of SSH research and the care for specific SSH methods and practices, and not least the threatened legitimacy of science in the post-factual society. In these troubled times, the task of the SSH community should not only be to defend the integrity of scholarly disciplines, but to contribute to the development of new practices of research assessments that may build bridges between different communities of researchers and between the world of research and society at large.
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